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Foundation of Medicine. — Whatever those

eircuni stances may have been, says a writer, that

by their peculiar agency served to lay the first

foundation of Practical Medicine in the world,

it were now, perhaps, amidst the obscurity of

distant ages, vain to inquire. Whatever they

were, however—whether experiments blindly un

dertaken, under the anguish and pressure of dis

ease, discoveries afforded by accident, or, as some

have alleged, observations made by men on the

instincts of inferior animals, no fact in the history

of human knowledge seems better attested than

that a proficiency in the arte of practical physic,

far beyond the humble scope of their other attain

ments, forms a curious, and generally an unfailing

trait, in the character of savages.

Mjedical Practice Derived from Brutes.—The

dog, when sick, is often observed to eat a quan

tity of prickly grass, an expedient which seldom

fails to answer all the purposes of an emetic.

The apes of Abyssinia are reported to have, by

trials on themselves, first exhibited to man the

laxative quality of tl.e cassia fistula. It is said

that the Pylli, a tribe inhabiting a district in

fested with venomous serpents, gained the art of

tecting themselves from their poisonous bites

observing the lower animals resort, when bit

ten, to a particular herb, in whose virtues they

discovered not oidy a perfect cure, when bitten,

but also by an habitual use of it a certain pre

ventive. Bruce tells us that the Arabs of Len-

naad chew a root, and wash themselves with its

infusion, and can thus handle and allow them

selves to be bitten, without danger, by either scor

pion or viper. Don Pedro Vargus, a native of

Santa Fe, tells us, in his Memoir, drawn up in

1791, that, by drinking a small portion of the

juice of the Ouaco-withy, and inoculating himself

with it in various parts of the body, both himself

and servants would venture into the open fields,

and fearlessly seize hold of the largest and most
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venomous serpents ; they rarely biting, and even

when they did, the wound being of no conse

quence. It was discovered by the Indians from

having seen the serpent-hawk usually suck it be

fore attacking poisonous serpents, and then bat

tling them without injury.

American Practice.—It is considered that, de

barred as they were from the improvements of

foreign intercourse, by immense seas and conti

nents interposed betwixt them and more civilized

states, the Americans might be considered as af

fording a spectacle of what the human mind is

capable of attaining, when left to its own efforts,

in the natural progress of men from rudeness to

refinement. The first navigators to the shores of

the New World describe the state of its medicine

in terms of respect and admiration, and assert, in

one voice, that not only had the aboriginal inhab

itants rendered themselves acquainted with a

copious store of powerful simples, but had even

acquired the more difficult art of applying them

with skill and precision to the removal of numer

ous and formidable maladies. But perhaps the

best proof afforded by the value of their remedies

is the adwption of them by European doctors.

For some of the choicest treasures of the Materia

Medica, it is well known that the natives of the

Old World are entirely indebted to those of the

New, and the more obstinate tliseases of civilized

Europe have frequently yielded to the powerful

simples originally culled by savage hands, amidst

the wilds and forests of America. History tells

us of the recovery of Cortes by the skill of the

Mexican physicians, after his own had failed, and

also that of the Spanish captain, Gonsalvo Fer-

rand.

Medical Knowledge among: Savage Nations

of the Old World.—Various nations of the Old

World have discovered a knowledge of medicinal

herbs no less remarkable than those of the New.

Most of the nations of the African coast deserve

this praise. One of the native remedies of Kroo

is the astringent and sweetish bark of the Ron-

dcletia Africana. employed among the Negroes

for dysentery, and was found by Dr. Wittan to be

extremely serviceable in diarrhoeas, dysentery,

ague, common fever, and sore throat The Mad-

acassees have also an ample list of medicine.

The information possessed by the rude Asiatic

communities has often astonished their more pol

ished visitants. Marsden tells us that the Surua-

trans have a degree of knowledge in Botany that

surprises a European. They are in general, and

at a very early age, acquainted not only with

the names, but the qualities and properties of

every shrub and herb amongst the exuberant
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variety with which their islands are clothed. They

distinguish the sexes of many plants and trees,

and divide several of the genera into as many

species as our professors. They have even named

twelve varieties of fern.

Application of Remedies.—The knowledge of

the proper application of these herbs was also,

according to Marsden, possessed in a high degree.

Fevers, he adds, are treated among them with

the hot bath ; and if that fail, after three or four

trials, witn the cold affusion Local pains and

swellings they dissipate after a manner common

to many rude nations ; long-continued swellings

by the application of watery steam to the naked

body, covered up with many clothes; or, by sit

ting in the sun at noon, wrapped up in a mat.

Priests the First Dootoiis.—The first prac

titioners of the healing art, in all cases, have been

the priests, whose treatment was rude and bar

barous ; and until it has been taken out of their

hands, medicine has never made any progress.

Savages look upon disease as a dispensation from

an offended God, and in accordance with this idea,

the priest is called iu to propitiate their deity

by charms and incantations. From this, it can

be perceived, that when a tribe has a medicine

man, whose office it is solely to administer to the

siok, that tribe is advancing in civilization.

Negro Medicine.—Dr. Winterbottom tells OS,

in his account of Sierra Leone, that when a per

son of consequence happens to be taken sick, he

is immediately conveyed from his own residence

to another town at some distance, to be farther

from the effects of the witchcraft which is sup

posed to have been practiced upon him. If he

does not soon recover in his new situation, a

hut is built in the deepest recesses of some

impenetrable forest, whither ho is carried, the

place of his retreat being known only to his

confidential friends. The late king of Narmba-

na, in his last illness, was removed to a small isl

and a few miles distant from his village. A

semicircular piece of ground was cleared from

the underwood, only the larger trees being left

standing, and the only avenue to it was defended

by the most potent gree-grees that could be pro

cured. A small hut about eight or ten feet

square, and about six feet high, was formed of

stakes driven into the ground, the sides and roof

being composed of grass and flags, neatly woven

like a basket, but not so close as to prevent the

access of light In the midst was left standing

the stem of a young tree, lopped about five feet

from the ground, and upon the top of which was

placed a gree gree. The old king was laid upon

mats spread upon the ground, surrounded by his

own family. On one side stood the physician,

(priest) who had in his hand a gree-gree of a

very uncouth form, about four feet long aud or

namented with bells and pieces of iron, which he

occasionally jingled with much self-complacency,

making a most distracting noise. A blister was

applied to the patient, and medicines adminis

tered by Dr. Winterbottom ; but be tells us that

despite of his endeavors, and the gree-gree of

the attendant physician, the king died soon af

ter, much and deservedly lamented.

Gree-grees and Amulets.—What are called

gree-grees in the above narrative, it may be re

marked, are a species of talisman, or idol, uni

versally in use among the whole Negro nations

for all purposes of a divinity. They are found

to be composed indifferently of any material

whatever, as pieces of bone, cloth, wood or stones,

according to the fancy of the priest, who then

consecrates it. The priests sell them in great

numbers to the people, particularly the military,

pretending that they can be so fashioned as to

defend any part of the purchaser against the

danger of wounds, casualties, and disease. An

other name for the same class of objects is

Fctiah, derived from a Portuguese word, meaning

witch. In the West Indies they are known un

der the name of Obi. Many of the Obi men

•m ploy the most powerful remedies in their prac

tice, using the obi merely to insure success,

Tuekj8H Talisman.—This belief in the power

of the gree-grees is not confined to the Pagan

Negroes, for the Mahometans bestow equal faith

on certain texts of the Koran when worn about

the person. Nor are some of our own country

men exempt from the same superstition at the

present time, for fortune-telling and exorcising

disease is even at the present day a thriving

business. Lord Bacon says that if a man wear

a bone ring or planet seal, strongly believing

that by that means he might obtain his mis

tress, or that it would preserve him unhurt at

sea or in battle, it would probably make him

more active and less timid; as the audacity they

would inspire would conquer and bind weaker

minds in the execution of a perilous duty.

Priest Physicians of Guiana.—Bancroft gives

an amusing account of the peii or priest physi

cians of Guiana. Of their cures, the principal in

strument is a large calabash freed from the seeds,

and internal spongy substance in which there is

a variety of small circular holes made in differ

ent parts of the shell, which is likewise painted

in various colors. Within the shell are put sev

eral small white stones, which arc a species of

agates, and on this account are held in supersti

tious veneration by the laity among the Indians,

who durst not even touch them. To these are

added a great number of small pea-like seeds

variegated with small black and yellow spots,

which, as is commonly believed by the Indians,

will occasion the teeth to fall out if chewed. A

long round piece of wood is then run through the

middle of the shells from end to end by means of

two holes properly made, so that each end of the

stick extends about a foot beyond the calabash.

The largest end affords a handle, and the other

is ornamented with a string of beautiful feathers

of various colors, wound on the stick in spiral

circles.

Practice of the Peii.—With this magic shell

j the Peii begins his nocturnal exorcism about

I ten o'clock in the evening, having first darkened
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the room and made every one quit it except his

patient. He then rattles his shell by turning it

glowly in a circular direction, at the same time

singing a supplication to the Yowahoo, which,

as well as the motion of the shell, is repeated un

til midnight, when the Peii pretends to have an

interview with the Yowahoo, and at the same

time two apparently distinct voices may be al

ways overheard by any person who has the curi

osity to listen, unless it happens to rain at the

time, when the Peii immediately postpones his

incantation to the next evening. What passes at

these interviews is unintelligible even to the In

dian laity themselves ; but the Peii makes a re

port conformable to his conjectures concerning the

event of his patient's disorder, though usually in

a doubtful style.

Medicine in the Pacific Islands.—So low are

the Pacific Islanders in the scale of civilization that

the only physic is found in the hands of the

priests, who seem to have little idea of the value

of any kind of simples, relying mostly upon in

tercession with the gods to cure their patients.

Tytleb's Observations.—Tytler remarks that

all savage nations have a pharmacy of their own

equal, in general, to their wants. Luxury creating

new diseases, requires a profounder knowledge of

medicine and of the animal economy. Savages

are often eminently skillful in the knowledge of

the virtues of plants in the cure of diseases, and

are very dexterous in the treatment of wounds.

But without the knowledge of the internal struc

ture of the body, medicine can hardly deserve

the name of a science.

Distrust ok Oracles.—It has been well said,

that the Pagan priests dared not altogether, in

their treatment of disease, trust to the inspiration

of their deities. Obliged by their sacred function

not only to foretell the issue, but also to prescribe

a cure for distempers, a powerful motive would

arise for rendering themselves acquainted in the

most complete manner possible with all the

physic of the age.

Superior Opportunities of Priests.—For this

purpose, facilities awaited the priesthood not

easily accessible to other men. The temples of

the gods over whose service they presided were

the perpetual resort of the sick ; in the multitude

of cases that presented themselves, observation,

(timulated by interest, might readily acquire no

mean information regarding the modes of ter

minating, and principal symptoms incident to, a

variety of diseases; and the necessity incumbent

on the sacerdotal office of dictating medical re

sponses from the holy shrine, might in time lead

to such a knowledge of the powers of medicine,

as was sufficient for the cure and alleviation of

many of those maladies they were in the daily

habit of contemplating.

Curative Visions.—It was customary for pa

tients to repose during the night in many of the

Pagan temples, in order that they might be at

hand to receive the medical admonitions of the

divinity. This practice is found to have prevail

ed at the fanes of Esculapius, Isis, Serapis, Bac

chus, Pluto, and Proserpine. The prescription

was usually communicated during a dream or

vision ; and so popular had this method become,

that it continued long after physic had grown up

into a separate profession. Aristophanes, ridi

culing it, says, that it was customary for the

priests to dress themselves in the habiliments of

their deity, and deliver in his person such medi

cal directions as seemed necessary for their pa

tients. The sick, on the other hand, though

they perceived the cheat, said nothing, and if not

asleep, pretended to be so. In severe cases re

sort was had to superior deities, and for a while

Apollo was celebrated above the other Greek

divinities.

Paoan Worship among Christians.—St. Gre

gory, bishop of Tours, speaking of the efficacy of

pilgrimages to the tombs of the saints, says that

any person, filled with faith, coming near their

tombs and praying, will be speedily cured of

whatever illness may befall them. Some, be

adds, affirm that the saints appear to them in

the night, while sleeping by their tombs, and in

their dreams reveal the proper remedies. Fabri-

cius states that he saw in Padua country people

who were going to the church of St. Anthony for

the purpose of obtaining salutary visions during

their sleep. Ue tells us that these doings exact

ly resemble the old pagan worship. That, in

truth, in his day, the churches of saints were re

sorted to to receive the same kind of revelations

for curing disease.

Egtptian Records ok Cures.—In the Egyptian

temples, on account of each vision was engrav

ed oh the walls of the temple, to instruct those

who wished in practical medicine. We will

quote one:—A blind soldier, named Valurius,

after consulting the god, received for answer.

Go into the temple, mix the blood of a white

fowl with honey, and wash your eyes with it dur

ing three days. He recovered his sight, and

thanked the god before the people.

SouacE of Grecian Knowledge.—The medical

knowledge known to the Greeks was obtained

from Egypt. The distinguished Orpheus, who

added so much to the stores of mankind in med

icine, was at one time a pupil of the priests of

Egypt, who had four great scLools of philosophy,

of which Memphis, where he studied, was one.

Pythagoras studied at Thebes ; Plato at Helio-

polis, the Orr of Scripture ; and at the fourth, Sais,

Solon resided. Apollo, and his son Esculapius,

were the principal medical gods of the Greeks.

Account of Chiron the Centaur —Chiron is

reckoned the great father of medicine in Greece,

an honor to which he may justly lay claim, as

even Esculapius himself was his pupil. This il

lustrious chieftain is known in history as the

Centaur, so named because he was by the poets

fabled to have been half horse, half man, a fic

tion probably arising from an opinion current in

antiquity, that his countrymen, the Thessalians,

were the first inhabitants of Europe who reclaim
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ed the horse from his wild state, and tamed him

for the use of man. Chiron discovered the vir

tues of the greater and lesser Centaury, which

derives its name from him.

Pupils ok Chiron—Esculapius and ms Sons.—

Of the pupils of Chiron, the fir9t in medical repu

tation was Esculapius. He, like his master, was

a prince of Thessaly, and one of the heroes who

embarked in the expedition of the Argonauts, as

his two sons, Podalerius and Machaon, engaged

afterward in the cause of Greece against Troy.

He' extended medicine far beyond the bounds of

Chiron, and was nut only deeply conversant in

the surgery of his age, the knowledge of external

medicaments, and the art of incisions, but is rep

resented to have pushed his researches into a

more difficult department of healing, the discov

ery of the causes of disease, a branch of the pro

fession little cultivated among the other rude and

warlike chieftains of Greece. In after times his

medical fame far eclipsed that of all other heroes

of the heroic ages. He was early invested by

the people with divine attributes, thougli the

precise era of his apotheosis is unknown, and no

other god of antiquity could compare with him

in eminence. The adoration of the divinity of

Cos (the place of his residence) is observed to

have flourished during a long succession of ages,

and to have continued with unabated splendor

till the final overthrow of the Greek and Roman

Polytheism, at that memorable era when the

empire of the Kast exchanged, at the command of

Constantine, the old gods of paganism for the

new saints of a spurious Christianity.

Account ok HirrocEATra.—After the death of

Esculapius, his son?, to whom he had communi

cated his knowledge, succeeded him in expound

ing and practicing medicine, and after them it

still continued in the family, who finally estab

lished medical schools. The twelfth in descent

from Esculapius was Hippocrates, the greatest

probably of the whole race of doctors, before and

since. He elevated medicine into the rank of a

science by generalizing the facts and information

that had accumulated up to his time. His wri

tings are even now studied with profit and inter

est. It is probable that he took advantage of

the Six SAcaED Books ok Tot, by which the

Egyptian practitioner was obliged to regulate his

conduct. Provided these were followed, no blame

was incurred, even if the patient died ; but if de

parted from in the least, and the case ended

fatally, the ' doctor's own life was the forfeit.

Aristotle mentions a law of Egypt, which says

that no physician should purge or move the

bowels before the fourth day, unless he chose to

do so at his own risk.

Ninett thousand patients are annually receiv

ed into the hospitals in Paris. Fourteen thousand

old and infirm are supported in the infirmaries.

Five thousand foundlings are taken care of in

the public institutions, and twenty-three thousand

are sent out to nurse. Thirty thousand indigent

families also receive assistance.

A POSITION DEFINED,

OE SEASONS FOE BECOMING A WATEB-CURE FHTSICIA*.

BY THOMAS L. NICHOLS, M.D.

Moee than fifteen years ago I studied Medi

cine, and attended my first course of lectures at

the Medical Department of Dartmouth College,

when its Faculty boasted a Muzzy and an Oli

ves. As pupil and assistant of one of the most

able and successful Allopathic physicians I ever

knew, (I refer to Dr. M. R. Woodbury, now of

Sanbornton, N. H.,) I saw something better than

the common routine of regular practice ; but, in

terested as I was in many departments of medi

cal science, medical practice had no charms for

ine. It was a dark and devious way, in which I

saw but a few gleams of light, and in which the

wisest men I knew .seemed to blunder upon

their successes, and could seldom give a reason

for their conclusions. From the observation of

the past fifteen years, during which time I have

naturally taken an interest in subjects connected

with my early studies, I became more and more

convinced that Allopathic Medicine is unphiloso-

phical in its principles, and terribly disastrous in

its practice.

It was only when I became acquainted, first

by reading, and during the two past years, by

observation and practice, with the Water-Cuke,

that my early chosen profession took on new

charms, and I resolved to complete the course of

study I so long ago commenced under happy

auspices. I selected for my teachers in Medicine

and Surgery the learned and illustrious Profes

sors of the Medical Department of the Univer

sity of New York ; and, after attending nearly

live hundred lectures and cliniques, I see no rea

son to repent my choice. I know of no more

thorough and earnest teacher of Anatomy than

the venerable Granville Suarpe Pattison, who

has been for forty years a professor of his favor

ite science in both hemispheres, and whose vigor

and enthusiasm seem to increase with his declin

ing years. Valentine Mott is doubtless the first

of living operative surgeons, and the same facul

ties of mind which make him an adroit and suc

cessful operator, also render his teachings too

clear and interesting ever to'be forgotten. It is

impossible not to respect the laborious research

and erudition of Martyn Payne, Professor of

the Institutes of Medicine and Materia Medico.

The chair of Chemistry is filled by Professor

John W. Draper, who, in the department of or

ganic Chemistry, has probably no superior in the

world. The very important chair of Obstet

rics is filled with great credit by Dr. G. S. Bed

ford, a thorough mid pains taking teacher, and

a general favorite with the students, and whose

views on many subjects are much in advance of

the text books of Midwifery. I have reserved

the Professor of Theory and Practice, Dr. Samuel

H. Dickson, to be mentioned last, that I may

the more fully express my sense of his learning,

his philosophical spirit, his liberality, and the

tone of sincere honesty and genuine chivalry of
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feeling, which render him an honor to the profes

sion and to the University. Nor can I, without

ingratitude, pass over unnoticed the admirable

demonstrator of Anatomy, Dr. Darling, whose

teachings in the dissecting-room, and daily careful

and unwearied examinations in Anatomy and

Surgery, contribute so much to the progress of

the student, and the credit of their final exami

nations; and these examinations, let me say,

though of necessity brief, were, in my case at

least, and I presume in all cases, searching, thor

ough, and practical. Thus much, at present, for

my Alma Mater.

Having completed my course of studies, ac

cording to law, I received at the late commence

ment, from the honorable Chancellor of the Uni

versity, that parchment scroll, bearing the broad

seal and signatures of " Cancellarius, Concilium

et Professores," which confers upon me all the

rights, honors, and privileges appertaining to

the degree of Doctor of Medicine, and then and

there 1 solemnly took upon myself the duties

and responsibilities of that sacred trust.

I am not of those who undervalue the science

taught in Universities. 1 regret that it is insuffi

cient ; but such as it is, I receive it gladly. Its

very errors aid my perception of the truth ; and

the right way never seems so precious as when

we contrast it with the wrong. I do not say a

man may not be a successful practitioner of hy

dropathy without having taken his degree of

Doctor of Medicine ; but I do aver that tiie more

one knows of the anatomy nnd pathology of the

human system ; the more he knows even of Al

lopathic therapeuties, the better qualified he

must be to treat disease upon the principles of

true science.

And now the purport of this article may begin

to be apparent. It has seemed necessary for me,

not to make an apology for the couree 1 am tak

ing, but to explain why, being a thorough convert

to Hydropathy, I should take my diploma from

an Allopathic University; or why, having gradu

ated as a regular physician, I should adopt the

practice of Hydropathy. 1 will endeavor to ex

plain both these seeming inconsistencies.

Hydropathy, or the WaterCure, means more

than giving sick people baths. Names are not

things, and both of these names are very deficient

in meaning. The agents of Hydropathy are .ill

the elements of nature, which bear a vital rela

tion to the human constitution; they are those

most intimately connected with all the phenom

ena of life. The elements of life are air, water,

food, heat, cold, electricity, and others less under

stood. Anatomy, physiology, and pathology

teach us the structure of the human system, the

nature of its healthy processes, and the dis

eases to which it is liable. Chemistry opens to

us the vast domain of nature, and makes us ac

quainted with the elements in which we "live, and

move, and have our being." When all these are

understood, a true philosophy teaches us how to

apply these principles to the two grand objects

of medical science, the preservation of health,

and the cure of disease ; and it is this philosophy,

in its broadest sense and its widest application,

which has received the designation of Hydropa

thy, or the Water-Cure.

And I, with an entire belief inland some theo

retical knowledge of, and experience in Water-

Cure, have graduated at the University of New

York, simply because the science in which I de

sired to perfect myself could be nowhere so

well acquired as at that and similar institutions.

We may have, at some future time, a Hydropa

thic College, but I am by no means satisfied that,

even in that case, an Allopathic course would

not be desirable, for no day passed, in my attend

ance of the late course of lectures, in which I

did not gather useful hints in Water-Cure, from

the very errors and absurdities of the drug treat

ment. The most scientific and eclectic treat

ment of disease, as given by Professor Dickson,

threw a flood of light upon the superior methods

of Hydropathy. The dry lectures on Materia

Medica, in which were described the properties

of all the poisons of the three kingdoms of na

ture, were full of interest and instruction to one

who had learned that every good effect they were

ever hoped to produce, could be brought about

promptly, safely, and effectually by the agents

and processes of Water Cure. I hold, therefore,

that a thorough hydropathic education must in

clude a full course of Medicine and Surgery, and

a knowledge of the principles and results of all

other systems As long as we are obliged to

grapple with errors, we must understand what

we combat To denounce Allopathy without un

derstanding it, would be too closely copying those

who cry "quackery " upon Hydropathy. Hydro-

pathists are reformers, and it seems highly ne

cessary that they should have a thorough under

standing of the abuses they seek to reform.

It will be seen that my first explanation in

volves much of the second. Being a Hydro-

pathist, I have studied Allopathy, because both

systems of practice recognize the same funda

mental sciences—studying Allopathy, I practice

Hydropathy, because I find it of immeasurable

superiority. I rind no new anatomy, no new

physiology, no principles of pathology which

have not been recognized by the most learned

philosophers, no diseases which have not been

minutely and carefully described by Allopathic

writers. Thus far we go in company, and it is

only at the bed-side of the sick, and after our

diagnosis is made, that we are forced to part.

Here the Allopathist, finding symptoms of a dis

ordered circulation, takes out his lancet and pro

ceeds to bleed the patient ; an operation never

needful, always hurtful, and often fatal. The

hydropathist restores the equilibrium of the cir

culation! by agencies more rapid and effectual

than the lancet, leaving the patient all his vital

ity to combat disease.

"The Allopathist finds a system filled with the

I poison of scrofula, and he proceeds to add the

equally potent poisons of calomel, or corrosive

sublimate, or arsenic, in the vague hope that

somehow one poison will expel the other, ami

then get out itself. In such a case, the scientific hy
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dropathist calls into aid the elements of health ; n

he brings the depurative organs into action, and
■washes the diseasing matter from the system.

Every drugr—every potent article in the Materia

Medica of Allopathy, is a poison, and as

snch, in large or small dose, exerts a diseasing in

fluence upon the system. Of this there is no ques

tion—it is on all hands admitted—and the whole

practice of Allopathy is confessedly a choice be

tween evils. It professes to cure a greater evil

by producing a less, but in practice, too often, this

rule is reversed, or one evil is added to an

other.

In Hydropathy, on the other hand, there is no

tampering with evils They are all rejected,

and only beneficent agencies are invoked. We

neither bleed, nor madden, nor stupefy, nor intox

icate—in a word, we do not poison. We cleanse,

purify, and strengthen. We restore the vital

functions to their natural harmony and their high

est vigor.

In Allopathic practice, when one medicine is

given to act upon a disease, another is given to

counteract the effect of the first, and so on, until

the patient, feeble and exhausted from the actions

and reactions of a whole series of poisons, is left

at last, with just the breath of life remaining, to

get well by the action of what vital power bleed

ings and medication have spared him.

In Hydropathy, the healing processes of nature

are aided from the beginning, and the recovery is

proportionably rapid.

But I need not prolong this comparison. I have

adopted Hydropathy, and I reject Allopathy, be

cause that after a study, observation, and expe

rience of both systems, I am bound in conscience

to prefer the best ; nor can I make any hotch

potch of so-called Eclecticism. The only Eclec

ticism an honest man can practice is to choose the

good and reject the bad. Some drugs are worse

than others, but they (ire all bad, and I reject

them all, as not only useless, but always and of

necessity injurious, and only to be used where

better ngenis cannot be obtained, and where one

is under the necessity of making a choice of evils

—the very foundation of allopathic practice

Some agents and processes in Water-Cure are

more effectual than others, but they are all good,

as indicated, and I adopt them as the best that

science has given us. In this matter I can make

no compromises. I cheerfully admit that Ho

moeopathy is an advance upon Allopathy. It is '

better to take a poison in infinitesimal doses, than ,

in allopathic quantities. Undoubtedly, I would

sooner take or give the billionth of a grain of

calomel or arsenic than ten grains of one, or the

sixteenth of a grain of the other—but I see no |

reason why I should prescribe cither.

I adopt Hydropathy fully, on the highest prin

ciple of Medical Ethics, that first of all, I should

do my patient no harm ; and secondly, that I

hould do him all the good in my power. Now

Allopathy does harm continually and always.

Good may come out of it, or come in spite of it;

but I am convinced that its general effect is to in

crease human suffering and shorten human life. '

Homoeopathy does little harm with its medicines,

much good with its sympathy and regimen, and

leaves nature a chance to do her work as she can.

Neither of these could ever satisfy me ; but in

Hydropathy I find agents and influences at once

potent and beneficent. Art here is the real hand

maid of nature, and the truly scientific practition

er of Water-Cure preserves health, and restores it

with the use of those elements on which exist

ence itself depends.

After the sincere tribute of respect and grati

tude which I have felt constrained to pay to the

professors under whose auspicious guidance I

nave completed the regular course of medical ed

ucation, I may be permitted to say a word of

those to whom I am indebted for my knwledge

of Water-Cure. Almost my first knowledge of it

was derived from the celebratad letter of Sir Ed-

wabo Lttton Bulweb, the novelist, whose de

scription of his own recovery from hopeless pros

tration, at the springs of Malvern, made a strong

impression upon me. In my profession as editor,

I read all that appeared in the papers on the sub

ject with great interest, and I am also much in

debted to the zeal and industry of Dr. Shew, who

has been greatly instrumental in introducing a

knowledge of Water-Cure into the United States.

The works of Johnson, Wilson, Boussk, and es

pecially of Gully, I have found full of instruc

tion

But it was not until my acquaintance with Mrs.

Maby S. Gove, and her writings, that I gave the

Bubject ofhydropathy any serious study. I found in

her a thorough understanding of the principles and

practice ofthe Water-Cure in its purest and highest

sense. A thorough anatomist, a profbund physi

ologist, and a woman of remarkable philosophic

powers, she had penetrated more deeply the

mysteries of life than any one I had ever seen,

or whose works were familiar to me : and when

our acquaintance and friendship grew into the

more intimate relation of marriage, I saw in her

daily practice the results of the science of health

and life which she, more than nil others, had un

folded to me, and in the application of which her

clear judgment was aided by a remarkable intui

tion. It was impossible to sec as I saw, day after

day, and week after week, the most seemingly

hopeless and incurable diseases—those which for

years had defied every system of medicine, yield

ing and giving place to the animation and vigor

of health, without wishing to understand how

such miracles were accomplished. I applied

myself to the study of the principles of Hydro

pathy, and in their light the science of medicine

took on a new aspect. In observing, and, in

some cases, assisting in, her daily practice, and

in revising through the press her recently published

" Experience in Water-Cure," I became fully

acquainted with the remarkable results of ber

science and skill. I resolved to make the art of

healing my future profession, and with that view,

I completed my long intermitted studies—with

that view I enter the ranks of Water-Cure

With these explanations of the course I am

taking, which may be due both to the medical
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profession and the public, I have a few words to

add, in regard to the professional course 1 have

marked out for myself. The first object of every

physician thtruld be the prevention of disease, and

the promotion of public health. We are not paid

for this, indeed, and more shame and blame to

society that we are not. If prevention is better

than cure, it is better worth paying for. But this

does not alter our moral obligations; and I shall

steadily and earnestly labor for this object, as I

have done in years past. It is my design to lec

ture and write on Public Health and the Water-

Cure, and to " take the stump " in this basis of

all reform movements.

The Water-Cure is yet to achieve some of its

most brilliant triumphs in the field of surgery, and

I wish to give special attention to that depart

ment, feeling sure that limbs and lives could every

day be saved, were surgeons aware of the simple

and effectual means of commanding inflamma

tion and arresting morbid action, afforded by the

Water-Cure.

In a great city, few, comparatively, can enjoy

Water-Cure treatment in expensive establish

ments, but all may have it at home, under judi

cious direction, and I hope, ere long, that public

and private charity will furnish Water-Cure no6pi-

tals in which the poor may be treated gratui

tously, and at such moderate rates as to be within

the reach of humble means

With such views and hopes, I enlist in the

cause of Water-Cure, in the earnest faith that

the time is approaching, when general intelligence

in regard to the laws of life will render our pro

fession an institution of the Past.

CONSEQUENCES OF DRUGGING.

THE ADHESION OP INDURATED MtTCtJS TO THE WALLS

OF THE ALIMENTAEY CANAL.

FROM THE GERMAN OF RAUSSE, BY C. II. MEEKER.

Is behalf of the fact, that in many diseases mu

cus deposits itself on certain tracts of the folds

of the alimentary canal, and there gradually

hardens, the water-cure has afforded proofs,

against which no unprejudiced and impartial per

son can entertain a doubt. It is possible that

facts appertaining hereunto have been already

confirmed by dissection, and noted in some works

of the physicians. In the elaboration of this

treatise, I had not time to subject all pathologi

cal and toxological works relating thereto to a

strict examination, and must, therefore, in the

argument in question, restrict myself in this in

stance to practical results taken from the Water-

Cure, and to physiological analogies.

The most material and palpable evidence that

foreign matters may lie for a length of time ad

hering firmly to the folds of the stomach and in

testines, was afforded me by the effect of the

treatment in my own case. In earliest child

hood 1 was dosed in a perfectly unheard-of man

ner day after day, for years together, with consti

pating medicines, and especially with laudanum.

The consequence of this medicinal mal-treatment

was, as it exhibited itself in the Water-Cure, that

all the medicaments, or indeed the greater part

of all the medicaments taken by me, had depos

ited themselves upon the foldings of the stomach

and bowels, in gradually-indurating mucus. In

a vomiting crisis of unexampled length, I have,

by vomiting and purging, again ejected all kinds

of medicaments which I have ever taken, and in

so doing have again tasted, in the most indubita

ble manner, medicaments of the most marked

character. This circumstance is indeed such as

occurs but rarely in the Water-Cure, still it is by

no means an isolated case. In my establishment

a year never pusses in which at least some pa

tients do not have vomiting crises, during which

they have again plainly tasted medicines previ

ously taken, and indeed medicines which they

had in part taken many years before. I could

substantiate these facts by the declarations of

various patients, were it desired ; I omit it only

because similar phenomena have long since been

experienced in other Water-Cure establishments.

The physicians can object least of all to the evi

dence of the sensation of taste, because they, in

their own science, in regard to medicines of

marked smell or taste, have conceded to these

t wo senses a power of discrimination valid before

the forum of science But still one other objec

tion can be rightfully ma:'e by persons conversant

with the matter, against the idea that the vom

iting of medicinal substances, plainly perceptible

to the taste, is proof that these stuffs have until

then lain in the folds of the stomach, or in general,

in the cavity of the stomach. For it is a fact

long since determined, that many medicaments
■ from other points of application besides the stom

ach produce purging and vomiting, and manifest

excitat on of the taste of the applied medica

ment. Kaimer caused an incision to be made in

the upper part of his arm, pcuetrating to the

muscles, and introduced thereinto two grains of

tartar emetic In an hour and a half there en

sued nausea, ill-feelings, and in two hours vomit

ing seven times in rapid succession. (Horn's Ar

chives of Medical Experience, 1816, vol. 5, pages

92 1-89.) Croton oil rubbed in the abdomen pro

duces purging, without exercising anv local effect

on that part of the intestines where it is applied .

In the Medico-Chirurgical Journal, 84th volume,

1S81, it is reported that American physicians ap

plied rhubarb to the mutilated surface of an am

putated leg, and that on the following day vio

lent purging ensued, combined wi'h a bitter and

nauseous taste in the mouth. When the patient

was given a little rhubarb to take into the mouth,

he recognized immediately the taste as being the

same which he had experienced after the said ap

plication to the stump of the leg.

After the decisions above mentioned, the vom

iting of medicinal stuffs, which had been taken a

length of time before, is still no proof that these

stuffs had lain till then in the folds, and conse

quently in the cavity of the stomach. They may

possibly have lain in any organ, and after their

disengagement by the Water-Cnre have been

carried through the circulation in part into the
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Homach, and in contact with the nerves of taste.

I am, however, able to adduce proofs which ad- ,

mit of no doubt as to the adhesion of hardened

mucin in the cavity of the folds of the stomach,

and, indeed, I borrow the first proof from my own |

above-cited Water-Cure, the further result of

which I have now to relate. After I had in that 1

vomiting crisis already ejected large quantities of

mucus and substances of decidedly the taste of \

quinine, I felt one day in vomiting a hairy mass

rise through the cesophagns into my mouth ; at

which time I recognized plainly the tusteof ship's

soup, smelling of rancid oil, which I had taken

on a sea-voyage aboutthree years previously. As

is known, the ship'B cooks are not very nice in the

exercise of their art, and as I had to share with

all my traveling companions a very mean fare,

it frequently happened that we constrained our

selves forcibly to swallow the most disagreeable

foods and soups. Particularly at that dinner, the

taste of which I experienced again in my vomit

ing crisis, a black soup was served us, which I

forced down as hastily as possible, at the same

time remarking to my companions that it resem

bled the black soup of the Spartans. In swallow

ing this liquid. I felt that a hairy mass was swal

lowed with it, but was not able, however, to draw

it out again. That day at sea had long since de

parted from out my memory, when in the vom

iting crisis I ejected this hairy substance. I took

it out of the baMU and laid it in the oven of a i

heated stove, still supposing that it must be a

mat of hair. When 1 examined the dried mass,

I found it to be a small lump of oakum saturated

in rancid linseed oil. For although the mat of

oakum was quite dried out, still it emitted a pen

etrating smell of rancid linseed oil. I have care

fully preserved this relic of my vomiting crisis; j

it is an absolutely undeceiving proof of the truth,

that pernicious substances may fix themselves

and lie for years in weak and ruined digestive

organs. That these and all heterogeneous sub

stances deposited in the body lose nothing of

their chemical properties, and consequently also

none of their peculiar odor, is evident from this,

that they are enveloped in gradually-indurating

mucus, and consequently that no solvent element

can produce any effect upon them.

To this recorded fact of the ejected string of

oakum, a refutation cannot otherwise be pro

duced than by declaring my deposition to be a

fabrication. Against this, indeed, I can bring no

legal proof; I had not engaged a notary and two

witnesses during my crisis. But I can allege

other demonstrable facts, which evidence, with

indisputable force, the deposition of hardened

mucus upon the folds of the digestive canals. In

the vomiting crises in the W ater-Cure, to wit,

besides mucus of fluid and unconstrued sub

stance, there is also always ejected mucous fibres

and mucous tissue of plastic structure. 1 refer,

then, back to the two letters,* which I have pub

lished in another volume. Both writers are not

in the most remote degree interested in the truth

* Letten published in the Errors of Physicians, 8u.

or untruth of the matter of fact in question. Con

sequently, entire credibility must be conceded to

their declarations, as well in a moral as in a ju

dicial point of view. I could, were it not an un

necessary repetition, add to these two letters still

a good number of others of a similar purport I

myself have experienced it in my own person.

It has been decided with certainty, and is undis

puted by physicians and chemists, that such mu

cous substances as have a firm and manifest

structure, and consequently are neither half nor

entirely fluid, and which have lost the power to be

come normally mucus again on being moistened

with water, must have been quite exsiccated, old

and indurated mucous masses. I have not been

able to produce by solution thereof in water the

original and fluid mucous substance, and have,

to my great satisfaction and the fullest corrobora

tion of my views, afterward found in Berchleus,

that mucus, when quite exsiccated, can only be

dissolved by adding alkali to the water, but never

by water alone. Hence, then, it follows that the

mucus ejected during a vomiting crisis, having a

visible structure and insoluble in water, must al

ready have been entirely dried out previously in

the inside of the body This mucus cannot, there

fore, be such as is freshly secreted from the glanda

during the act of vomiting, or shortly before.

Since it is only at times that atmospheric air

occurs in the stomach, and even then but in small

quantity, it must require a long time so to exsic

cate the mucus as to impart to it the property of

insolubility in water.

The very many old mucous masses evomited

during Water-Cures which I have seen, had very

various forms and structures ; in part they con

sisted of long tape-like strings, in part of lumps

of coarse tissue knitted in and in each other, in

part of net-like forms, with latitudinal and Ion- 1

gitudinal threads adhering together. The color,

which comprehended the most various shades—

bluish, greenish, blackish, whitish, yellowish,

but most frequently brownish, and particularly

grayish,—the variousness of all these colors to

gether, can only be explained by the variousness

of the color which the medicaments had which

elicited the mucus, and these were enveloped

therein. Some of these colors can be explained

by the secretions of the bile.

(Conclusion in onr next.)

A WORD TO WATER PATIENTS ON HOUSEHOLD

TREATMENT.

BY JOEL SHEW, M.D.

Tue writer has always maintained that the

Water-Cure is eminently a domestic treatment.

No method ever known by man can at all com

pare with it in this respect. Water, powerful as

it is for good or for harm, accordingly as it is

used, may be so far comprehended by persons of

ordinary capacity, that they can apply it in the

vast majority of cases, both with safety and pos

itive good. Indeed, it requires a great degree of

awkwardness in its application, for one to do any
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great harm. I think I have made the methods of

bathing so plain in the Water-Cure Manual, that

all who will read them carefully, may practice

safely upon themselves, in a great variety of ca

ses. I would not, however, be understood as af

firming that no physicians are ever needed ; on

the contrary, every well-regulated society does

and must have those in its midst, whose business

it is to obtain their earnings from the misfortunes

of mankind.

I must earnestly recommend, a9 I have often

done before, that all persons, however ob

scure may be their position or calling, do, by all

means in their power, acquaint themselves with

the advantages and the blessings of this most

abundant, most powerful, and best of all reme

dies on the face of the earth—purr water.

It has often been objected that water treat

ment costs too much at the establishments. It

must necessarily be expensive at such institu

tions, so long as states and benevolent societies

do nothing to forward its spread The expen-

siveness of the Water-Cure at the establishments,

then, is an argument for its employment as a home

remedy.

It has also been said that hydropathic physi

cians charge too high a price for their services.

I think I may safely say, that there are a num

ber of water practitioners in the United States

who have given more advice gratis than far pay ;

and certainly I think no water practitioner ever

received a fee, however small, by letter, without

promptly giving the necessary advice.

It is said, " The laborer is worthy of his hire f

and that " time is money," mo3t men are com

pelled to understand. Let me suggest, then, in

behalf of hydropathic practitioners generally,

that those patients who write for advice pay for

U. Pay for it not exorbitantly, but in accordance

with your means. If you are in reality poor,

and not able to buy or beg money for tea, coffee,

tobacco, spirits, etc., let some responsible friend,

the minister, postmaster, magistrate, or doctor

write for you, and be assured no true hydropa-

thist will send you away empty.

For the benefit and instruction of those who

wish to consult a physician by letter, the fol

lowing list of questions will aid them in making

out an intelligent description of any individual

1. Age, fex, and occupation or profession ? 2. Mar
ried or singta 7 3. Weight, height, and bodily conformation 7
4. Color of eye*, hair, and complexion? 5. Progenitors and
near relations long or short lived ? 6. Were they consump
tive or otherwise J 7. Were you vaccinated, vfhen, and with
what effect? 8. What have been yoor diseases ? 9. What
medicines taken ? 10. Have yon had any secret disease, and,
if so. what ? 11. What medicine or medicines for it ? 12.
Have yon suffered from the practice of solitary vice ? 13.
In what way or ways ? 14. Have there been sexual excesses
of any kind ? 15. Have you seminal weakness ? 16. Sem
inal discharges, and how often ? 17. If a female, have von
leucorrhcea or the whites ? 18. For how long a time 1 19. fall
ing of the womb, and how long ? 20. Piles or haemorrhoids,
and ofwhat character ? 21. For how longatime present 7 22.
How far can yon walk ordinarily ? 23. Have you borne
children, and how many ? 24. Were you moch debilitated
thereby? 26. Any difficulty in passing water? 36. Any
sediment in the urine, and what its color? 27. Are the
monthly periods regular] 28. Painful or otherwise? 29.

Too copions or too spare ? 30. At what age did the menses
commence? 31. If they have ceased, at what age? 33.
Have there been hysterical symptoms ? 33. How the appe
tite? 34. The digestion? 35. How the action of the
bowels? 36. If constipated, how long a time? 37. If too
loo*\ how long ? 3S. Sleep good or otherwise ? 39. Spirits
good, variable, or depressed ? 40. Have tea. coffee, tobacco,
or spirits been used, and to what extent? 41. What the
diet ? 42. Any pains, and in what part ? 43. Have you
ha I colds often? 44. Of what nature? 45. Any bleeding
from the lungs or stomach ? 46. How much, and its effects ?
47. Any other haemorrhages, and what? 4ft. Coaghing, and
for how long a time ? 4!). What time of day most ? 50.
Character of the cough ? 51. What kind of matter raised,
and how much ? 52. Pains in the '-best, and what part?
53. Breathing difficult or not ? 54. How many respirations

per minute? 55. Pulsations, how many per minute, morning
and evening? 56. Night sweats, and for how longatime?
57. Have the nails become curved ? 5H. If the throat has
been sore, for how Ion" a tine ? 59. Have the tonsils one or
both been cut out ? 60 If asthma has existed, how long I

It is not presumed that the above list of questions is perfect,
or as full as mi^ht be given ; but it is sufficient to serve as a
guide to patients, whether male or female, in describing their
case. No imiwrtant particular should be omitted. If a phy
sician lie at all worthy of the nam'-, nothing that is entrusted
to him as a secret is ever divulged. Even courts of justice
cannot compel htm to testily concerning the condition of his
patient.

CONSIDERATID^S FOH COMMON FOLKS.

BV J. 0. JACKSON.

O.vck more my feet press the hill-sides of our

glen—our haven of rest to the weary and way-

worn-*the quietest—cosiest—beautifullest spot

on earth to me. 1 do not say to others, for others

love, maylmp, bustle, and turmoil, and society in

large masses. They like the tramp of horses,

the roll of carriages, the interminable din and

noise of cities. They develop only in the whirl

of business, the rivalries of trade, the tight, deadlv,

griping struggle of competition. They grow only

as they are familiar with the doings of the Old

World as well as the New, with the strifes of poli

ticians, the controversies of theologues, the fisti

cuffs in our great national bear garden—the

Congress of these United States. They must

walk on hot-beds that they may grow as they

travel, or they do not consider life desirable. A

nook like ours to such is quite too quiet. They

have not learned that quiet—rest, what Quakers

call " getting into the silences." constitutes the

divinest philosophy extant. So they must follow

their bent, and I must mine. Qlad am I, gentle

men, to get home again, to turn about a few

times, and at last to square myself to my duties,

among which is that of writing to you and your

readers. For the present, I have had enough of

intercourse with the great world, and am now

longing for Spring, who,

" with balmy breath,
Shall send a summons loud and long.
In the crowded haunts of the toiling throng ;
And shall fill tli i dreams of the sickly child.
With songs of the wood -birds sweet and wild.
But shall whisper love in the sleepless ear
Of the maiden, young and pale.

Of a cottage home by a fountain clear,
In a far and sunny vale,

And the young heart answers with a prayer.
For the lot of the birds and blossoms there 1 "

Do you ask what I have been doing t I answer,

With what of ability I have, I have been demon-
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strating the superiority of water as a remedial in

strumentality over drugs in the cure of disease.

The trip was taken through Onondaga, Oswego,

Wayne, Monroe, Ontario, Seneca, and Cayuga

counties ; and in all cases good audiences as to

numbers came and listened with great interest.

Invitations were at almost all the places tendered

me to visit them again, and stay at length and

give a course of lectures ; so that, as far as my

vanity may be said to be concerned, the reception

I met was sufficiently gratifying. A better and

more cheering reflection to me is, that I did

good, that some true hearts were quickened into

more earnestness to master the true secret of

life, and that in quite numerous instances the

young and healthful were induced to pledge

themselves to a reformation of personal habits,

which, if attended to faithfully, will add greatly

to their usefulness and longevity.

Without detailing any arguments, let me say,

I made these points. 1st. Considerations which

go to show how health may be maintained. 2d.

Considerations which tend to show how health

may be recovered when lost. These led me over

a great field of thought—mostly condensed for

want of time—but made available as possible.

Among many points of real interest which im

pressed me, TWO FORCED THEMSELVES HOME :

First, I was greatly surprised at finding sojnany

people chronically diseased. I gave at eacn place

at which I lectured public notice, that I would

gratuitously examine all who would call at my

rooms, and advise with them as to the probable

effects of the water treatment in their cases.—

Such notice brought me a large number of per

sons, and gave me notice of many others who

wanted to Bee me, but could not come. Of

course, I could not attend to their cases, though

in some few instances I went to see the sick at

their homes. In all cases almost that came be

fore me for examination, I found that the chronic

form of disease supervened the acute by means

and under the influence of drug medication. I

did not have a c;ise whose subject had not taken

internal remedies, and in the first instance at the

suggestions of men who are always careful to

parade their names publicly with M.D. attached.

M.D.—medicine dealer—rightful name—truthful

appellation—appropriate synonym. Much as it

is relied on, it can scarcely add to the success of

mm who is so proud to wear it—in killing mor

tals, except so far as to make his blunders legal,

and his victims content to die, when physicked to

death by authority. O law ! how death's kingdom

has been peopled by thy consent ! and not the

least among the modes of hastening human

beings off this earth, has been this M.D.-ing them

off.

Sad as it is, it is not the less true, that, for the

mill -practice of medical men, the people who

patronize them must take their share of blame.

They are more anxious to take drugs and nauseous

nostrums than doctors are to give them. They

throw their influence in favor of such administra

tion of the sick, that it is harder to find a child

over twelve years of age who has not taken drugs

than it is to find Egyptian locusts in our latitude.

Harder still is it to find adults who, when ques

tioned as to their health, promptly reply, " V ery

well ; very well indeed 1" The vast majority an

swer with strong qualifications. They are " pretty

well," or, " so-so, or, "so as to be comfortable,"

or, " so as to keep about," or, " moderately well,"

or, " almost sick " This one has the bronchitis,

and this one the rheumatism ; this one torpidity

of liver, and this one a sour stomach. That one

rush of blood to the head, and that one pain in the

kidneys. That one is nervous and cannot sleep,

and that one suffers severe and protracted consti

pation. This other has neuralgia in the face, and

that other has fever and ague. This one has pa

ralysis, and his next door neighbor is threatened

with apoplexy. So goes the questionings after

the health of one's friends and fellows, and so

come their answers Disease is Death's great

caterer. It attends the grim monster as the

jackal the lion. Does the reader doubt? He

can easily satisfy himself. Let him take any cir

cuit he pleases and travel, six out of each seven

adults he shall meet shall have some lingering

ailment or ache, of which they will be prompt to

tell if the questions are put with pertinence.

The second consideration that very sensibly im

pressed me, was the great love of life most per

sons possess, and the great ignorance they exhibit

as to its true means of continuance. The great

departure from the laws of life, growB not out of

an indifference to life ; for as a general thing, hu-

' man beings want to live. They struggle to live.

Satan made the truth luminous when he said, on

a certain occasion, " Skin for skin, yea, all that a

man hath will he give for his life To test this

matter, select a person and approach him with

I the intelligence that his hours are numbered;

j that in a little time he will lie level with the clod

which the ploughman turns with his foot ; that

this earth, with her green fields and the outshining

I stars over her, shall no more be seen by him';

! that from the side of his fellows and his friends he

I must alone go to explore that unknown world,

! whose breadth is as a waste of waters ; make him

believe it, make him feel that the death gurgle is

in his throat, and then offer him life on conditions

that involve nothing but personal suffering, and

he will accept the alternative with a scream of

I never saw this longing for life more graphi

cally described than by Eugene Sue, in his Wan

dering Jew. One of the prominent characters in

that work is a Jesuit by the name of Rodin. He

is a man of very superior talents, who, by his

ability, has arisen from a very humble position to

a chieftainship of his Order. By exposure he

" takes cold," and is seizeil with congestion of the

lungs, and Death walks into his room and looks

him straight in the face. The man will not die.

He motions the grim monster away, and sum

mons his physician to his side. He is told that

I as far as bis knowledge extends, the physician

j can apply but one remedy, which, at least, is er-

!| cruciatingly painful, and at best is of doubtful

IJ utility in Rodin's case. It is the application of
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noza, and the object to be gained is reaction by |

counter-irritation. The patient calls for it with a

sort of savage exultation at the thought of recov

ery. The application is made, the congestion is

broken up, Rodin breathes and lives; and for

once the pale horse bears the skeleton monarch

back to his kingdom—his long, bony fingers

clutching no prey.

This longing, this unquenchable desire for life,

proclaims with unmistakable voice what is the

Divine law. It shows that after the Divine plan

disease is not the legitimately constituted precur- !

sor of death. It shows that if men are to die as j

their Maker prescribes, old age must be death's :

harbinger. To be warned by Age that one must I

die by ''wrapping the drapery of his couch |

about him, as one that lieth down to pleasant |

dreams," makes ofdeath a deliverer, not a destroy

er; changes him from a skeleton to an angel of

keauty ; fills his gaunt form with living fibre, and

causes to play on his cadaverous face the hues and

dimples of health. His mission becomes that of

a translator, whose office is to tike the dying to

a more elevated state ; and by such his coming I

would be heralded with delight. It would no

longer be heart-rending, oft-times disgusting, and

uniformly unpleasant to see a human being pass

from our sphere.

As it is, human beings make of death a hired >

butcher. They indirectly stipulate with disease,

that for a certain term of time it shall make slow '

inroads on life, that so they may have the privi

lege of debauching themselves, and when nerves

and stomach, heart and lungs, liver, kidneys, and

bowels, brain, muscle, and blood are all vitiated

and worn out, Death may have them to do what

he pleases with them, save to deliver their bodies i

to the surgeon f6r dissection. Their living bodies j

are specimens of Divine architecture to be sub- |

jected to all the caprices of animal impulse—all !

the sallies of passion. Their corpses—if they j

have pecuniary means—they will to be shrouded

in fine linen, like the enrobing of an Israelitish J

maiden going to ber bridal bed, and laid out in

state, that friends shall weep in heartfelt sorrow,

that priests shall say their prayers for the repose .

of their souls, or for the benefit of the living, and '

the choir shall chant the anthem, " Let them rest \

IN PEACE."

PULMONARY CONST/MPTION.

CASE Or JOHN BUBDELL, OF NEW TORE.

BY R ROGER! , M.D.

There is no chronic disease at the present time

in the United States so universal and so fatal in

its effects as pulmonary consumption. During

many years it has been enlarging its gloomy bor

ders, and now it is difficult to find a civilized com

munity, however small, exempt from the mourn

ful records of this dire malady.

Consumption is a disease that belongs essential

ly to civilization, and seems to increase just in

proportion as men advance in what are termed the

refinement) of society. I do not wish to be un

derstood as affirming that barbarism is essential

to immunity from consumption, but that the di

etetic and other hygienic habits of enlightened

races are, on the whole, so far inferior to those of

the aborigines of our country, and also of our

forefathers, that it is unnecessary to look further

for the principal causes of this common malady.

In speaking of this disease, the great Dr. Rush

remarked that " it was scarcely known by those

citizens of the United States who lived in the first

stages of civilized life, and who had lately ob

tained the title of first settlers ; that it was less

common in country places than cities, and that it

increased in both with intemperance and seden

tary modes of life."

Consumption is far from being confined exclu

sively to that class of persons who live without

physical labor. To sustain the present artificial

states of society, the poorer class is subjected to

sedentary habits in illy-ventilated workshops,

and many other violations of physiological laws

which tend always powerfully to induce disease

of the lungs. But so common are pulmonic com

plaints, that it seems unnecessary for me to speak

of their predisposing and exciting causes, and I

am sure my readers are too familiar with the

symptoms of consumption to render a description

of tnem necessary here, t shall therefore pro

ceed to narrate an interesting, though melancholy

case, which lately came under my observation,

and the medical care of Dr. Shew and myself.

Jon.v Burdell, late of the city of New-York, a

gentleman extensively known as a skillful dentist,

and during the last nineteen years a strong and

practical advocate of " Vegetarianism," was

born in Oneida county, N. Y., in the year 1 80*.

He was of medium height, slender form, small

and sharp features, rather light hair, with blue

eves. He spent the first twenty years of his

life in the country in active habits. But he was

always considered a feeble boy ; and it was sup

posed that he would die of consumption before

the age of twenty. He had frequent attacks of

sick headache, with nausea ; was habitually con

stipated, and often experienced nightmare. But

his worst prominent difficulties were colds. He

was subject to them every winter, of which he

could recollect ; and some of the attacks were

severe upon his lungs. He had, besides, pulmonary

hemorrhage repeatedly ; and in after years, while

residing in the city, he in some instances raised

matter from the lungs, with streaks of blood.

Partaking too freely of food, even of the simplest

kinds, he thought hud in some instances caused

this effect

John Burdell's parents were considered as be

ing tolerably healthy. On his father's side there

was, however, a predisposition to paralysis ; his

mother died of inflammation of the brain. He

lost a half-sister, younger than himself, on his

mother's side, with consumption.

At the age of twenty he came to the city,

being at the time in poor health, with very sore

eyes, probably of a scrofulous nature. From

that time up to his death, he Lived almost wholly
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in New York, and was always sedentary in his !

occupation and habits.

In 1831, he commenced experimenting upon

the vegetarian diet, using, however, a moderate

allowance of milk and fresh meat, for about one 1

year. From that time to his death he ate no 1

flesh, except possibly for a space of three weeks, i

In the whole period of his experiment he used

milk, he judged, not more than one year in the

aggregate, and then only in small quantities. He

practiced bathing in cold water every morning, ]

as regularly as the day dawned. This wascom

menced at the same time with the vegetable diet.

He drank nothing but pure water, and that rare

ly, as his free use of fruits supplied the necessary

amount of liquid to his system. He repeatedly

passed six months at a time without for once

tasting fluid, or feeling any desire therefor. He

never tasted tea, coffee, or hot drinks of any kind, [

during the whole of the period in question He

slept on a hard bed with a hard pillow, retiring I

to rest punctually at nine o'clock. He slept

soundly till about six in the morning, when he

aro-e and took his daily bath. Winter and sum

mer he always had his bed-room window open at

night. He endeavored to exercise more or less

every day in the open air, but he always regarded

that he would have been much better off, physi

cally, if lie could have been more out-door and

active in his occupation.

In 1836, he believed himself to be consump

tive, and for this reason went to the island of St.

Croix, where he remaineil five months. The

common fever of the island was raging, and

nearly all visitors suffered from it; many also

died. But no attack whatever was experienced

by him At another time he also spent a few

mouths at New Orleans, and in the Southern

States. During both of these trips his diet

consisted of bread, rice, fruits, and pota

toes.

About eight years before his death, John Bur-

deli was attacked, in the month of April, with a

diarrhuia. which at length became a dysentery,

and nearly destroyed his life. He had been in

t}:e habit of eating (as he afterward believed)

too many sour apples, nearly living upon them

the whole winter. He had, besides, for a number

of months, been living in a state of most unpleas

ant mental excitement He had never experi

enced any bowel complaint whatever, after com

mencing the vegetarian experiment. At the time

of this attack he regarded the hnmceopathiir treat

ment as being the safest he kuew of, and having

an acquaintance who was himself a practitioner

of this school, he called him to prescribe, on the

condition that no calomel or other mineral poi

son should be administered. The doctor, however,

believing doubtless that it was his duty to de

ceive him in so serious a case, gav e him both calo

mel and arsenic, and that in no small quantities.

He had, moreover, reason, he said, to believe that j

he was over-drugged by an evil-minded person,

whose duty it was, a part of the time, to give the

medicine. At all events, the disease became I

much worse under the treatment, and severe dys

entery set in. This continued for more than a

whole month, and he remarked that the smell

coming from the discharges was as offensive as

that of rats poisoned with arsenic As soon as

he found out what he had been taking, he dis

charged the practitioner, and declared that he

would take no more drugs. All of his extremi

ties became nearly powerless, as is common from

the effects of an over-dose of arsenic, ahd it was

nearly two years before they regained their power

as before.

At this time he was persuaded, for a short pe

riod, to break over the rules of diet he had so

long and. so rigidly observed. He ate a little

beef-steak for about two weekB, but became so

nauseated and disgusted with it that he could

not be prevailed upon to continue the experiment

any longer. Substituting for it Indian meal gru

el, well boiled, home-made brown bread, and the

free use of fruits, he grew rapidly better in every

respect, except the extremities.

After this dangerous illness he took but two

meals a day, morning and evening, never touch

ing food of any kind between times. Having as

certained, experimentally, the quantity of nutri

ment required, as he supposed, he weighed or

measured the articles used for each meal. Thus

he was enabled to be uniform in quantity. In

summer his food consisted wholly of unbolted

wheat meal bread and fruits, according to the

season. He regarded those of our own climate

the best. In winter he partook mostly of pota

toes and apples, using at times, however, other

farinaceous articles. At some times he ate un

leavened bread, at other times the leavened. He

used no butter, neither spices of any kind, and,

as before remarked, used no coffee or tea, or other

hot drinks. Nor had he ever taken alcoholic or

fermented liquors. In September, 1849, he re

marked that he could not then recollect when he

had last taken milk or even water to drink. The

juice of the fruits he had used so freely answered

all the demands of thirst, and the total disuse of

all animal food and spices had much to do, he *

regarded, in preventing thirst. It was many

years, he said, since he had taken the slightest

cold, or experienced the least nausea, headache,

disorder of the bowels, or indisposition of any

kind ; and for the last seven years he had not

omitted a single meal. " He seemed," in the lan

guage of one of his friends, " in perfect health,

with skin clear and mildly suffused with a natu

ral tinge, in the place of the bloated flesh of

drunkenness and gluttony. His mind was un

clouded and active, his spirits gentle and cheer

ful, his conversation fluent, easy, and instructive.

Altogether ho appeared a very happy man. His

wants, with his mode of life, were few, and re

quired very moderate ends to meet them."

" Much may be learned from this case, and the

inference will naturally arise that much sickness,

with its attendant calamities, is superinduced

among mankind by unintelligent and beast-like

indulgence in improper and pernicious articles of
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food and drink."* During the cholera seasons of

82, '34, and '49, he remained unharmed. But in

the dispensations of an all-wise Providence, there

was soon to occur a great change in his physical

health. He was probably bom with the seeds

of tubercular consumption within him. Provi

dence always operates through the laws he has

wisely established in nature—laws which are as

fixed and im mutable as his own existence. Doubt

less, John Burdell had for many a year, by force

of physiological habits, (faulty although they

were in some respects) kept at bay the monster

disease which was ready at any moment to cor

rode the very vitals within him. About the mid

dle of Uth month last (1849), he took a cold, as

he informed me about two weeks thereafter,

cough and expectoration ensued, but to a small

extent only. He continued in his business and

other habits as usual, but from the first doubted

whether he should ever recover from this attack.

In the hope of religion he was calm and cheerful

in mind, and experienced no bodily pain

At the urgent request of a medical friend, in

the early part of his illness he daily ate two oys

ters for nearly three weeks, although he was con

vinced that the cough and febrile symptoms were

aggravated. After ceasing the use of the oys

ters his fever, expectoration, and cough gradually

decreased. Until within two weeks of his death

he was able to walk and ride as usual. During

the remainder of his life his strength became

less and less, until the 1 1th of 3d month, at fi

p. M., he expired without a struggle.

Now it has been, and no doubt will be, currently

reported that the death of this gentleman was

caused or hastened by starvatioa For the

satisfaction of all who feel an interest in his

dietetic course, and to refute the absurd notion

entertained by those who neither investigate nor

understand the physiological laws which govern

the human system, it was thought proper by his

friends to fulfill a request of the deceased, that

a post-mortem examination be made. Accord

ingly, fourteen hours after death, Dr. Shew,

assisted by my self, examined minutely the entire

vhcera, and found all the organs in a healthy

condition except the lungs There was slight

hardening and enlargement of the pyloric orifice,

also the appearance of partial congestion of the

right kidney ; but neither of these deviations

were sufficient to cause much disturbance. The

liver, heart, stomach, intestines, pancreas, and

spleen, appeared perfectly healthy.

The right lung adhered at the summit,

and full half of the upper portion was one

tuberculated mass. Near its centre, in front, was

a cicatrix about the size of a half dollar. The

left lung was even more diseased than the right.

So great had been the inflammation of the pleura

many years before, that this lung was attached

nearly its entire depth to the left wall of the

thorax. With the exception of about one tenth

of the inferior portion, there were tubercles and

* Sea Appendix ti Lambe on Vegetable Diet .

caverns to such an extent as rendered it entirely

unfit for use.

In regard to the treatment of John Burdell's

case, it will be readily inferred that we did not at

any time hope to effect a radical cure. The

treatment was wholly palliative, it being simple

washings in water at moderate temperature twice

daily. These baths were always refreshing, the

frequency of the pulse was reduced, and the night

sweats were so alight as to be scarcely preceptible

at any time; usually no symptoms of the kind

appeared. And here let me remark, in all

deference to the opinions of others, that in cases

like this, a very slight treatment only is admissi

ble.

The peculiarities of this case were, first, the

entire absence of pain and bodily distress of every

kind ; second, the almost constant freedom from

night sweats ; third, that no diarrhoea occurred ;

fourth, that the limbs (lid not at any time swell ;

and fifth, that the mind remained clear, and the

spirits undepressed.

Our patient was carefully watched, and his

wants attended to during his whole illness, by his

very worthy and intelligent assistant, B. F.

Maouirk, who succeeds him in that useful and

difficult art to which he so long and so ably

devoted himself.

HYDROPATHY IN EUROPE ;

OE, A FEW WOBOS TO THE READERS OF THE WATER-

CURE JOURNAL.

BY DR. CHARLES MITNUIE.

Having been requested by the Editors, several

months ago, to write articles for the Water-Cure

Journal, I would have willingly responded to

their wislie3 before, had not another literary

work of some importance in my own language

occupied all my leisure hours. That work having

been sent away by the last steamer, I will make

the best of a few days of repose to contribute to

the laudable end of this paper, by communicating

some of the results obtained by an intimate

acquaintance with Priessnitz, Oertel, Weiss,

Schrott, Thiel, and other celebrated water physi

cians, as also by a long practice and large corre

spondence. My own fate being closely connected

with the progress of l'riessnitz's method of curing

diseases, I crave permission to begin my articles

with a few words on the efforts I have made to

promote that method, and help to complete the

reform in medical matters which had been so

successfully commenced by Oertel, Priessnitz,

and others. I need not tell the readers of this

Journal who is Priessnitz.

Experience and hypotheses, proceeding from

undigested learning, stupid pride, and despicable

egotism, aided by the zeal of thoughtless students,

mere vehicles of their " magisters' " ideas, had

been building up for 2000 years a large edifice,

with mysterious accesses, and more difficult issues,

the darkness of which was unimpenetrable to the

unaided eye of the layman, and not much dearer

to the physician initiated into these mysterieB.
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Wlulst the disciples of the two schools, Allo

pathy and Homo3opathy, were destroying the

confidence of their patients by their reciprocal

invectives, which were received with applause

and laughter by the public, old Oertel began to

Bweep the polluted temple of Hygien with cold

water, overthrowing all the learning of the doc

tors, and directing his patients to " drink water in

abundance and bathe in cold water until they

would turn blue." The numerous cures he effected

and the thanks of his patients, whose diseases had

baffled the learning of the masters over death and

life, soon awakened the attention of suffering

mankind, and directed it to An9pach (in Bavaria,

where Professor Oertel, 86 years old, still lives)

and to Oraefenberg, where Priessnitz had com

menced his miraculous cures.

Vincenz PrietmiU, although a farmer, yet a

man of a sound, penetrating mind, treating his

patients in a much more judicious way than

Professor Oertel, attracted the attention of several

physicians, two of whom, Drs. Krocber and Kurz,

as well as two Prussian officers, published each a

small pamphlet on Graefenberg and its miracles.

The writer of this soon after went to Graefenberg

to restore his health, which had been suffering for

several years, baffling his own efforts, those of his

medical friends, and even the use of baths and

cold water employed in Oertel's way. The happy

and nearly immediate effect of the Water-Cure at

Graefenberg, and the success he experienced all

around him, soon made him a faithful adherer to

the new system, induced him to study it

thoroughly, (in which he was greatly assisted by

the intimacy which existed between Priessnitz

and himself,) to set up a Water-Cure establishment

in his native country, and to give (1S36 to 1837)

an accurate description of Graefenberg and

Priessnitz's method of curing diseases with water,

in a work entitled, " Genaue Beschreibung von

Graefenberg undderPriessnitz'schen Curmethode,

etc., Pesth and Leipzig, bei Hartleben."

This book was the first that explained to the

physician and layman the diiferent processes of

the water treatment, their effects upon the system,

and the way to treat upward of seventy diseases

according to principles of the great water physician

of our age. Nearly all the books, which have

been written since, in German or any other

language, so far as I am acquainted, bear the

marks of their authors having made, either

immediately or mediately, an attentive study of

my writings; many an author has not scorned to

copy it half out, and nearly all German publica

tions on the subject have cited it, as well as later

writings of the author, as authorities. This I may

be allowed to state, and if required to prove, as

a matter of fact, not as a reproach to those who

have not acknowledged their obligations.

My books—the titles of which have already

been given by an article in the December number

of last year—were partly translated into several

languages, and spread in hundreds and thousands

of copies all over Europe, converting the people

into water friends, teaching them a simple mode

of life, and a better way of educating their

children, were received in the most favorable

manner by the public, with an approbating smite

by the homoeopaths, and with rage by most

of the disciples of the old system—the allo

paths.

They soon peopled the Graefenberg and the

village below, (Freiwaldau), so that the number

of Priessnitz's cure guests amounted in 1839

to upward of 1600, exclusive of about half the

number of the servants and poor. When I paid

Priessnitz a visit that year, my presence caused

quite a sensation, and all his patients compliment

ed me with saying that it was I who sent them

thither.

My water practice soon increased ; several jour

neys through Germany, France, Hungary ; a call

by Prince Waronz over to Russia, another call by

the Duke of GothalB to Elyersburg. the setting up

of several establishments, and a correspondence of

about one thousand letters yearly, the editorship

of a hydriatic paper, (" Der Wasserfreund,")

the direction ofmy own establishment at Freiberg,

in Saxony, of that of Elyersburg, and repeated

visits to Graefenberg, Freiwaldau, Krevischa,

Schweizermiihle, Konigsbrunn, Liebenstein, Je-

nienau;?, Hohenstein, Stettin, Prag, Wien, Berlin,

and numerous other establishments, and the

experience gained on my own body, made me

thoroughly acquainted with the use of water in

acute and chronic diseases, as well as other

hydriatic matters in general, and allowed me,

not to become a blind imitator of one great

master, but to study and appreciate also the

advantages of other similar methods, and even

those which were entirely rejected by blind

adherents to the one, who certainly lias proved the

most eminent and most useful of all hydropaths,

but whose knowledge and skill are not sufficiently

large to exclude all remedies beyond his reach

from a natural method of curing diseases .

CURIOSITIES OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.

Under the above held the Sunday Times pub

lishes some rather severe remarks concerning the

modus operandi of fashionable drug-doctoring, as

the following extract will show :—

" The ' right divine' is still the doctrine of kings

and the belief of nations—divine ordination is still

claimed by the priests of every religious faith—

while the medical profession in all countries still

think it necessary to shroud its science in mystery,

and to claim the faith and blind confidence of the

sick, as of great importance to the proper effect of

their prescriptions. An eminent modern medical

authority has asserted that—' If medicine be

entirely divested of its mystery, its power over

the mind, which in most cases forms its main

strength, will no longer exist.'

" This is doubtless the general opinion of the

medical profession. They shrug their shoulders,

and talk of the 'profanum valgus.' They seldom
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•xplain, even to the most intelligent patients, the

cause or nature of their diseases—much les9 do

they condescend to tell how they are to be cured.

The doctor comes, feels of the pulse, shakes his

bead, examines the tongue, looks wise, asks a few

questions, nods knowingly, asks for a piece of pa

per, writes a prescription in Latin terms and

hieroglyphics, and you have nothing to do but

confide in his knowledge and take the medicine.

And all this when it is for the interest of the

doctor to deceive you—when his very subsistence

may depend upon the number of visits he pays

you, the quantity of medicine he gets you to

swallow, and the length of time he keeps you

sick. It is wonderful how easily men submit to

this despotic power; but not more wonderful,

perhaps, than that mankind have, fur so many

centuries, submitted their bodies to kings and

their souls to priests. Alas 1 we are but children

in leading-strings, and we are beginning to find

that in other things than politics ' the world is

governed too much.'

" Professor Dickson, in his late address to the

medical graduates of the University, well said

that the physician exercised the most despotic

power on earth. It is a power of sickness and

health—a power of life and death—a power un

questioned even by the coroner. The doctor has

at hand a hundred instruments of disease and

death, and he can administer them unquestioned ;

either dealing out the most subtle and potent

poisons himself, or sending his prescriptions to

the apothecary, with whom his secrets are sacred.

In Tarn does the sick man attempt to penetrate

the mysterious formula. The sickness of a day

may be prolonged indefinitely, a "light ailment

may be doctored into a fatal illness, and there can

be no remedy and no redress. I do not say that

this is done commonly and willfully—that it is

done sometimes purposely, and often ignorantly,

there is too much reason to believe. I am ready

in admit—nay, I am proud to boast—that no pro

fession excels that of medicine in disinterestedness

and honesty. If there were as many selfish and

unscrupulous doctors as there are ambitious and

hypocritical clergymen, or knavish and unprinci

pled lawyers, woe to those who swallow their

Ere3Criptions ! If doctors were as much in the

abit of slighting their work as some mechanics

and tradesmen, if they perpetrated frauds as

systematically as is done in every branch of

commerce, there is no doubt that the public would

be much worse poisoned than they are. It may

well be the pride of the profession that they are

very honest, considering their tem ptations. Doctors

are but men, with human weaknesses and wants ;

and every man kept from sickness is robbing the

medical profession, and every day a disease is

shortened takes so much money from the pockets

of doctor and druggist. Under this condition of

things, it is well that we have no more on the sick

list, and that there are no worse returns on our

bills of mortality.

"Our antipodean friends, the Chinese, with their

curious practical wisdom, manage matters rather

better. With them it is, ' No cure, no pay ;' and

a doctor is paid in proportion to the rapidity with

which the patient is cured, and not according to

the duration of the disease, the number of visits,

and the quantity of drugs he can be made to

swallow. But even this is not the be^t plan that

could be adopted. While people are so ignorant

of the laws of life as to be liable to sickness, a

state of things equally unnecessary and unnatu

ral, a doctor should be well paid for instructing

the public in the rules of health and preventing

sickness, and the more healthy the community

the higher should be his salary. If he were fined

for every case of sickness and premature death,

it might be an additional stimulus to his exer

tions in the legitimate work of the medical pro

fession.

" But in speaking of the possible, and, as human

nature is constituted or conditioned, almost inev

itable abuses which may come from the despotic

power of doctors, and the blind faith of their pa

tients, it may be well to advert to the unques

tionable frauds of their coadjutors, the druggists

and apothecaries. In the case of physicians, we

can have no certainty of their errors, whether

willful or ignorant, for there is no chance for in-

! vestigation. The certificate with its magic ' M.

D.' prevents all inquiry, and the grave conceals

all mischief. But the druggists are not so fortu

nate. Their articles are open to chemical analy

sis. From the enormous prices of many drugs,

and the ease with which thoy can be counter

feited, the temptation is too great for common

mortality to withstand. Consequently there is

no drug of any considerable demand and price

which is not adulterated, counterfeited, or de

based, in the most shameless manner.

"Those who know most of drugs excuse this to

their consciences, on the ground that all medi

cines are poisons, about the efficacy of which the

doctors perpetually disagree. But Congress has

recently seen fit to pass a law appointing inspec

tors of drugs at our principal s-ea-ports. who are

empowered to condemn and destroy all spurious

importations. This is a fine enactment, especially

fur our own druggists, who have the matter all in

their own hands, and who, by importing their ar

ticles separately, can adulterate and imitate to

suit themselves, and make the entire profit. So

extensively is adulteration practiced abroad, that

eminent medical men have expressed the belief

that very few medical prescriptions are ever

properly put up in Great Britain ; and we have } et

to learn that our Yankee apothecaries are behin

their English brethren in the haiidinesa of tlieir

craft and calling.

"It may be rather instructive than otherwise to

give a few of the more common of these falsifi

cations and adulterations. Thus we have the

sulphuret of antimony adulterated with lead, ar

senic, manganese, and iron; white arsenic with

chalk, plaster of Paris, and sulphate of barytes

—not a bad exchange, perhaps ; cayenne pepper

is mixed with red lead; castor is imitated by a

mixture of dried blood, gum ammoniac, and a

little real castor stuffed into the scrotum of a

goat ; white wax is mixed with white lead and.
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tallow; for cochineal we get pieces of dough

pressed in moulds and colored with the genuine

article ; saffron is mixed with fibres of smoked

beef; we get red lead instead of red precipitate ;

calomel, or, to be more scientific, hydrargyri sub-

murias, is often mixed with corrosive sublimate,

a more violent poison ; for magnesia we buy lime

or its sulphates ; musk often contains dried blood,

asphaltuni, And small particles of lead ; opium

is rendered cheaper at wholesale by containing li

quorice, bullets, and stones, other vegetable ex

tracts, gum arable, gum tnigacanth, linseed oil,

and cow's dung ; for strychnia we get brucia ; and

for flowers of zinc, chalk and white lead ; while

the vegetable extracts are mixed and diluted in

a hundred ways, so as to defy detection.

" It is in this way that druggists tamper with

the healths and lives of their fellow-citizens, and

et there is no reason why they should not be as

onest generally as the doctors; and as to the

mischief done, the counterfeited medicines in

most cases have probably as much good and as

little bad effect as the genuine. It is a common

practice for apothecaries, when out of any medi

cine prescribed, to put some other in its place;

and it can be done with perfect safety, since nei

ther doctor nor patient will ever know the differ

ence. In the same way secret nostrums or pat

ent medicines are constantly imitated ; and the

more celebrated the medicine, the less the

chance of getting it genuine, or from the hands

of the inventor."

APPLES FOR HUMAN FOOD.

We have, more than once, predicted that the

time will come when Fruit will be substituted

for flesh as an article of diet. Our own experience

has quite satisfied our mind on this subject, but

see what the American Agriculturist says :—

"The importance of apples, as food, has not

hitherto been sufficiently estimated in this country,

nor understood. Besides contributing a large

portion of sugar, mucilage, and other nutritive

matter, in the form of food, they contain such a

fine combination of vegetable acids, abstractive

substances, and aromatic principles, with the nu

tritive matter, as to act powerfully in the capacity

of refrigerants, tonics, and antiseptics ; and, when

freely used at the season of ripeness, by rural la

borers and others, they prevent debility, strengthen

digestion, correct the putrefactive tendencies of

nitrogenous food, avert scurvy, and probably

maintain and strengthen the powers of productive

labor.

"The operators of Cornwall, in England, con

sider ripe apples nearly as nourishing as bread,

and more so than potatoes. In the year 1801, a

year of scarcity, apples, instead of being converted

into cider, were sold to the poor ; and the laborers

asserted that they could stand their work on

baked apples, without meat ; whereas, a potato

diet required either meat or fish.

" The French and Germans use apples exten

sively ; indeed, it is rare that they sit down, in :

the rural districts, without them in some shape or j

other, even at the best tables. The laborers and

mechanics depend on them, to a very great extent,

as an article of food, and frequently dine on sliced

apples and bread. Stewed with rice, red cab

bage, carrots, or by themselves, with a little sugar

and milk, they make both a pleasant and nutri

tious dish."

If our friends will only provide themselves with

plenty of choice fruit, we will venture that not

one man, woman, or child, in fifty, would care for

animal flesh to eat. Who doubts, for a moment,

that many scrofulous and other diseases are trace

able to a flesh diet ? It is well known that much

of the meat we eat is in a diseased state when

slaughtered, and its effect may be well imagined.

Tet our fruit is always in a healthy state, and

cannot generate disease in the human body ; but

it has a diluting, purifying, and renovating ten

dency.

PREMATURE DEVELOPMENT OF MIND.*

The premature exertion of intellect to which it

is stimulated by the constant excitement of emu

lation and vanity, far from strengthening, tends

to impair the health and tone of the brain, and of

all the organs depending on it ; and hence we

rarely perceive the genius of the school manifestr

ing in future years any of the superiority which

attracted attention in early life ; but we find him,

on the contrary, either sunk below mediocrity, or

dragging out a painful existence, the victim of

indigestion and melancholy. On the other hand,

some of the most distinguished men who ever

lived were in childhood remarkable only for

health, idleness, and apparent stupidity. The

illustrious Newton was, by his own account, an

idle and inattentive boy, and " very low in the

school," till he reached twelve years of age ; and

the young Napoleon himself is described as " hav

ing good health, and being in other respects like

other boys." Adam Clarke was considered "a

grievous dunce" when a boy, and was seldom

praised by his father except for his ability in roll

ing large stones, which his robust frame and good,

health enabled him to do. Shakspearc, Gibbon,

Byron, Scott, and Davy, were in like manner un

distinguished for precocious genius, and were for

tunately allowed to indulge freely in those whole

some bodily exercises, and that freedom of mind,

which contributed so much to their future excel

lence. The mother of Sheridan too long regarded

him as " the dullest and most hopeless of her sons."

Among the many who give great promise in

early life, and whose talents are then forced by

ill-judged cultivation into precocious maturity,

how few live to manhood to reap the reward of

their exertions, and how few of those who survive

preserve their superiority unimpaired ! Tasso was

early distinguished, and wrote his immortal epic at

twenty-two years of age ; but his life was miser

able, and his reason disordered. Pascal is also

another example of the same result.

* From Dr. Combe's " Physiology of Digestion a new
edition of which liu jort bees ieined from the press of Mean.
Fowlers 8c Wells.
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APRIL SHOWERS.

BY R. T. TRALT., M.D.

What's in a Name 1—There is not only a mani

fest propriety, but an almost unavoidable naturalness

in the selection of the names of things. Thus our al

lopathic competitors for the care and custody of the

public health, address the said public on the sub

ject of the healing art, through periodicals bearing

such portentous yet significant titles as, " London

Lancet," *' Xew York Scalpel," etc. There is as

much savageness in the names they delight to be

known by, as barbarity in the way they like to med

icate our maladies. We propose that they adopt

more medicinal and less chirurgical phrases, as " Cod

Liver Oil Advocate," " Calomel and Antimony Re

porter," " Opium and Ipecac Gazette," " Asafoet-

ida and Skunk Cabbage Review," &c, &c. We

offer these as suggestions merely. Those whose busi

ness it is to "cure people till they die," have the

same right to name their own bantlings as wo hydros,

who arc obliged to reverse the accustomed order of

things, and " kill patients until they get well."

These premises being granted, the conclusion follows

that the twenty thousand subscribers to the Water-

Care Journal—with a list of readers outnumbering,

and, wo think, out-thinking, those of any other med

ical journal in tho world—are bound to be satisfied

with tho heading of this monthly medley. This in

troductory shower, wo beg to bo understood, is in

tended only as a sort of preliminary sprinkle to tho

general showers of tho subject and the season.

The first shower, next in order, seems to be adapt

ed to the particular cases of our allopathic brethren,

and as we always advise them gratuitously, we give

it place for their especial benefit. It is taken from

the Boston Post :—

** A New Phase in the Healing Art.—Dr. N.

Ray, of Madison county, Mo., recently administered

a large dose of morphine, fof Dover's powders, to a

worthy citizen of that county, Mr, Joseph Farrell,

who died in consoquenoo. Tho doctor publishes a

card excusing the error on the ground or ' its being

night, and having went to bed. It is but justico to

the doctor's keen sense of the fitness of things to

mention that, in his card, he announces his with

drawal from the medical profession for ever—so that

Mr. Farrell 's friends have the melancholy consolation

of knowing that his death will bo the means of sav

ing many others."

Treatment op Hoopino-Couoh.—Here is a show

er which ought to wake up the peoplo to the beauties

of the drug system. We take it from L'Union

Medicalc :—

" Dr. Paresi has published experiments ofhis made

during an epidemic of hooping-cough, which reigned

In the Lommeline. He had in view to ascertain

the relative value of the various treatments which

had been proposed for that disease. Out of 122 pa

tients, 111 were from three to ten years old, nine

from ten to thirty, and two were fifty years old.

Forty-eight of these wero treated by the ordinary

i method ; twenty-seven took cochineal ; nineteen,

! laurel*water ; six, vegetable acids ; and twenty-two

I were treated by a mixed method. AH those who

! were treated with cochineal, or the vegetable acids,

; recovered without exception. The result was almost

j the same with those who took laurel-water ; and out

i of the remaining sixty who wero treated oithor by

the ordinary or mixod method, eighteen died."

Observe, reador, that we condemn drugpery, not

: upon the ovidence of its opponents, but by the testi

mony of its own professors and advocates. Criticise

\ the above paragraph carefully, and you will find that

the mortality was exactly proportioned to the activ

ityand power of the treatment. All who took sim

ple things, medicines which produced but little effect

of any kind, got well ; while eighteen of the sixty,

who were treated scientifically—that is, by the ordi

nary and mixed methods, which of course means, af

ter the most approved authorities, died. Can any evi

dence bo more satisfactory that the less treatment a

1 patient receives " by tho ordinary and mixed meth

ods," the raoro likely ho is to live through his dis

ease 1

Semola.—Of all tho bungling, blundering, non

sensical, ridiculous, absurd, and absurdly unnatural

twattlc, which makes up so large a proportion of that

j ** budget of blunders," which Bwells out the pages

1 of medical journals, the most exquisitely foolish is

that part which pertains to diet. God and nature in

wisdom and providence have furnished their creature

man with food, the constituent elements of which are

exactly adapted to his structuro and condition, in

. sickness and in health. With this self-evident fact

I before their eyes, the proof of which is spread out as

i broad as the pages of nature's book, our learned, col-

lego-made, medical professors, are continually wor

rying their brains and working their laboratories to

get something fit for humans to eat ! A London

chemist has lately come out with a new preparation

of grain, which ho calls Semola, and recommends it

M to tho notice of the profession.*' Let us see what

profound reasons ho gives for his new article of food,

which wo suppose has much moro importance to its

proprietor in a commercial than in a sanatary point

of view. We quote from the London Lancet :—

" It would appear to be an object of primary im

portance, in a regulated system of diet, to be able to

separate tho vegetable nutritive principles fruin tho

large amount of starch, woody fibre, sugar, &c., with

which they are naturally associated ; and thus to have

the means of administering nourishment without

stimulating, and in a small bulk. In the special case

of diabetes, it has long been recognized as a deside

ratum to find some vegetable substances conge

nial to the stomach, and at the same time

highly nutritious, with as little starch as possi

ble. In many forms of indigestion and diseases of

debility, it must be equally desirable to administer

a diet of similar character—namely, as nutritive as

I animal food without stimulating. There is no sub-
i stance in nature which seems to possess the required

chemical composition and properties so perfectly as
■ wheat gluten, and the facility with which this issep-

■ arated from tho starch, sugar, etc., of the wheat,

I has directed much attention to it. But all attempts
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hitherto made to convert gluten into a palatable and

manageable food have failed."

■ So they always will fail, as will all other at

tempts to make healthful or medicinal food, by sepa

rating or changing its natural constituents. When

will doctors learn that nature has done her own work

about right, and try to imitate instead of attempting

to improve her 1 A food is wanted, " as nutritive

as animal food, without stimulating !" Docs the au

thor wo are examining know that wheat, rye, corn,

oats, barley, and rico, just as they grow, each and

all are three times as nutritive as animal food of any

or all kinds, and that too without possessing any

stimulating property whatever 1

State Medical Society.—The annual meeting of

the New York Stato Medical Society, which took

place in January last, at Albany, elicited the usual

amount of " great talk and little meaning." Tho od-

dress of the President, Dr. Stephens, is redolent ofself-

laudation. Tho subject was, " The Public Health," on

which tho doctor observes ?—" A learned and skillful

faculty of medicine is essential to the well-being of so

ciety. Rightly, therefore, are we recognized by the

legislature as tho sole and exclusive guardians of the

public hoalth." It is very true, indeed, that legisla tive |

authority and patronage do very much help to bolster '

up a system which the people, who, by the way, make

legislatures, arc fast repudiating. When the people '

undertake in good earnest to bo the guardians of

their own health, they will have but little sickness ; !

but so long as they trust it, " solely and exclusively,"

to a " learned and skillful faculty," they will find

apothecary shops very convenient. The question of

the contagiousness or non-contagiousness of typhus

fever was discussed, as tho papers said, " in a very

able and satisfactory manner ;" but, liko the discus

sion of tho contagiousness or non-contagiousness of j

cholera by the " Academy" in this city, they couldn't j

come to any sort of conclusion. Tho proceedings

wound up by offering a premium of twenty dollars

for the best essay on quack nostrums. Wo hope the

successful competitor won't forgot cod liver oil.

Having thus thrown somo gentle showers of cool i

water upon our theoretical foes—and wo know they

hate and fear cold water almost as much as we des

pise and abhor calomel—wo purpose to administer

a few to our friends, who, wc hope, can feel them-

■elves perfectly at home under a reasonable deluge of !

the purifying element.

Erysipelatous Fever and Small-Pox.—These

complaints have prevailed in some parts of the

Western oountry of late. In the vicinity of Akron,

Ohio, many deaths have occurred, audsoveral schools

have been discontinued. Two or three physicians

have recently died from the virus received in dissect

ing bodies whoso deaths were occasioned by ory-

sipelas. For the special benefit of the people in that

region, and the physicians whose lives, under their

own system, are held by a frail tenure, we repeat

what has often been uttered before in hydropathic

books and journals, that erysipelas in all its forms,

and small-pox in both its varieties, are easily matt-

aged by the water-cure appliances. The rule for

bathing in all these cases is as simple as invariable.

Always apply water according to the temperature of

the body, the singlo aim being to restore and main

tain tho animal heat in all parts of the body at its

natural standard. Of course the stomach and bow

els arc to be cleansed when necessary by warm water

and tepid injections. The patient may drink all the

thirst demands, but eat virtually nothing, till

the violence of febrile reaction is materially

abated. When great general heat exist?,, frequent

ablutions ; or tho wet sheet envelope, lightly covered,

should be employed. Local inflammations of tha

throat or elsewhere are to bo met with wet cloths

often changed, and the severer the inflammatory no

tion, the colder should tho water be. Cold parts or

cold extremities require warm cloths, fomentations,

&c. When the temperature is irregular—alternating

heat and chills—the circulation can be best balanced

by the packing wet sheet. Exorcise both persever

ance und patience. Do not undertake to do too much.

Let the patient have as much rest as possible. Be a

little " orthopathic," that is, give nature a chanco

to do something. She will seldom if ever disappoint

you. One word especially to the doctors : If yon

will live hydropathically, and thus keep your skins

clean, your blood pure, and your secretions healthy,

and your whole bodies cloar of putrescent accumula

tions, this virus which emanates from dead and do-

composing bodies will not kill you. It may poison

you somewhat, to be sure, but the vitality of your

pure blood will destroy it beforo it seriously injuria

you. Our frionds in Ohio have inquired whether

there is any necessity for persons who have formerly

been vaccinated to be re-vacoinated 1 There is not.

It is true one person in several thousands may hava

the disease twice ; but a plain, simple, healthy man

ner of living is always preparation enough for all

sorts of contagious diseases.

Blindness and Soke. Eyes.—The Allopathic pro

ceedings, in almost all coses of weak or inflamed eyes,

or partial blindness, resulting from chronic inflam

mation, or mal-practice, are, to apply a constant suc

cession of caustics and astringents to the organs them

selves, put blisters behind the ears, or setons in tha

nock, and leech and bleed the general constitution.

The leading treatment is topical ; the constitutional is

merely incidental, yet incidentally bad. Whatever is

done to the general system tends to mar, break down,

lower, destroy its powers. The Hydropathic system

reverses the whole plan, as it does nearly everything

else of an allopathic nature. We depend mainly on

general treatment; purifying, invigorating, building

up, improving the general tone of health, and making

local applications merely incidental auxiliaries. It is,

indeed, an every-day affair for solutions of nitrate of

silver, blue vitriol, sugar of lead, &c, to pucker up

the relaxed vessels of on inflamed eye for o time and

make it feel and look a great deal better. But re
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lapses are continually coming on. The part will not

" stay cired." Thousands of persons have doctored,

relieved and cured their eyes in this way for years,

and yet in the end found them as far from being well

as over. I am of opinion that caustie and irritating

applications to the eye have not a little to do in pro

ducing those organ io changes in the humors and

soats of the organ which eventually ultimate in

partial or total loss of vision. Scarcely anything

else is really necessary in persons of weak or chroni

cally inflamed eyes, except rigid attention to the

general laws of hygiene. In severe functional de

rangements or slight structural changes, an active

coarse of general water-treatment, with occasional

local appliances, will prove, and often has proved,

the most safe and efficient medication.

Cancers.—It is often asked, what can bo expected

from Water-Cure in these formidable diseases 1 It

is positively certain that drug-medication never docs

Uiem any good. If they are eaten away witli caustic

they usually re-appear after a longer or shorter peri

od ; and if extirpated with the knife they soon grow

again ; how soon, depends entirely on tho general

health. It has been noticed that all treatment which

apparently benefits a cancerous ulcer for a time, bears

a very precise relation to the constitutional habit of

the patient—his greater or less morbid condition of

body. From these premises, which no intelligent

tan will dispute, tho conclusion is quite

I that everything which tends to renovate the

vhole physiological condition, conduces to the cure

of cancer when curable, and to its alleviation when

incurable. From the wonderful results which havo

followed a rigidly abstemious and simple diet, con

nected with ordinary bathing as a more matter of

cleanliness, in various malignant ulcers and tumors

of long standing, I have the utmost confidence that

most cancers, taken in their incipient stages, could

be entirely cured by the whole hydropathio water

and dietetic regimen. But one thing is morally cer

tain. It could not fail to prove a vast improvement

on any other method of treating cancerous affections,

now recognized by the profession, or known to the

public.

A North-Easter.—The last numberof the " New

England Botanic and Medical Journal," published

as Worcester, Mass., comes down upon us with a

steam-shower, as highly seasoned almost as '* No. 6,"

fa an article from the pen of one F. T. Albee, who

hails from Pawtucket, R. I. Tho article is headed,

" excluslveness, founded in ionorance of the

True Science op Medicine, the Bane of the Pro

fession." This is a formidable head, but the tail is

absolutely tremendous. The writer wants to have

hydropathy become auxiliary to roots, and herbs, and

Buena Vista pills, but has no notion of allowing it

to supersede them. Hear him :

"If men, with the wet sheet and bathing-tub, will

be sober and tell us (what we have known ever since

we have known anything about medicine), that the

various applications of water are a valuable auxiliary

to the healing art, I am most ready to admit it ;

but, when I see them, like wild maniacs, reprobating

at once and forever the use of efficient and healthful

medicines, on which the God of nuturo has imprinted

his own signet of approbation, I think it time that

tho public mind should bo informed upon this sub

ject."

Well, sir, perhaps you are just the individual to

scintillate the necessary light on this subject into the

public mind; so wo quote your next paragraph.

" If we take but a slight survey of the effects of

exclusive water treatment in this community, we

have a fearful comment on the incongruity of dis

membering, from tho beautiful fabric of an estab

lished science, fragments, which, when isolated, ap

pear as meagre and as insignificant as a mole-hul

beside a mountain, and as disproportionate to tho

systematized aggregate of medical scienco as an

ocean's drop to the great mass of the mighty deep."

Dear, disconsolate man, where are you 1 You have

gone so down, down, into deep water, that we can't

find a single ocean's drop" 'of meaning in tho whole

" systematized aggregato" of that sentence. But a

little further along comes something in the shape of

facts and statistics. Theso we may bo able to com

prehend, so we copy again :

'• I havo seen the worst effects follow tho exclusive

water-treatment—worse, even, than the effects of the

old drug system itself. One was a case of fever,

which terminated in fatal consumption; another, a

oase of fever, terminating in dropsy. Othor cases

might be montioned, but these touii place undor my

immediate notice. The first of these was tho oase

of a stout, athletic young man, in the prime of life,

with as good a pair of lungs as ever inhaled the

breath of heaven. His discaso, as a sequel of tho

wondrous water-curo treatment, was lingering, pain

ful, and fatal."

There is a smack of originality as well as an awful

pathos in this narrative. A fatal consumption, as a

sequel of the water-treatment, the writer tells us with

astonishing ingenuity, was *' lingering," "painful,"

and "fatal." Of course we are to suppose that a

death by consumption from any other cause would be

neither lingering, painful, nor fatal ! Tho simple

truth, man, is, that you have told your story too

bunglingly to make anybody believe it. Whon you

try again, recollect that the secret of success in all

fictitious writing is to " keep probability in view."

HYDROPATHY FOR INFANTS.

It seems to me very evident that the Water-Curk

system is destined to prove a far greater blessing

to what is popularly termed " the rising generation,"

than to the ono now "on the stage." How very

few of us have been trained I Iydropathically from

the start ! How few there are who have perfectly

healthy nerves, and lungs, and digestive organs,—

despite our present more correct way of life ! How

few there are who have escaped the apothecary and

his nauseous nostrums,—or, far worse yet, the sav

age medication of " The Monthly Nurse !"

It is a cheering fact, though, that there are chil

dren whose stomachs have never been poisoned.
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nerves stupefied, and digestion half ruined by offi

cious dosing. Few though there be, there are still

enough to establish the complete truth of this Water-

Cure axiom : that the period of infancy is the one of

all others which most requires oood hyqienic man

agement, to tho total exclusion of medicinal poi

sons. No need of morphino, paregoric, and M'Munn's

Elixir,—castor-oil, rhubarb, and catnip-tea ! " The

thing has been tried." A strange infatuation that,

which induces young mothers to commit their tender

uow-boru infants to tho fussy " oare" of tho " Month

ly Nurse !" Active as is the practice of the family

druggist, it is nothing to be compared to that of

Mrs. Gamp. The very first thing sho docs is to

force down the throat of the poor little victim enough

castor-oil to poison its young blood, and impair its

digestion from its very entrance upon life. It is then

bandaged up so tightly as to make every vital act a

positive misery ; and so tho poor thing cries as pito-

ously us it knows how. But Mrs. Gamp never

dreams that the bandages are in fault ; not she.

" Tho child is only fretting because it is hungry."

It lis accordingly nursed to repletion—nay, cvon to

distension ; whereupon Nature kindly interferes, and

—sets up tho process of vomiting, until tho burden upon

the stomach is finally reduced to moro moderate di

mensions. By-and-bye, the child hiccups, and Mrs.

Gamp lias recourse to a strong decoction of catnip-

tea, " to drive off the wind !" And now it will not

sleep, and Mrs. Gamp's supper is just ready. But

that worthy soul very soon settles this difficulty by

means of some " cordial " or *' tincturo " (opium in

disguise) ; and the poor infant at length sinks into

the feverish slumber of drug-intoxication. It is then

covered up, hot and close, so as " to keep off the

air;" and Mrs. Gamp goes to her supper. Next

morning, "Baby" moans, and tosses from side to sido ;

and, of course, " Nurso" says it is " only hungry;"

no the oner-nursing and vomiting follow next in

order ; then comes the oatnip-tea, and, last of all,

the paregoric—just as beforo. And so the poor child

is worried through the first month of its earthly ex

istence. Mrs. Gamp now resigns her puling charge

to its feeble mother, and takes her leave to go and

torment a fresh victim. Perhaps " Baby " thrives

a little after this, if left to itself long enough to have

a chance ; but, in fivo cases out of ten, especially if

it is scrofulous, it dies of convulsions or cholera in

fantum, ore the completion of its second summer.

It, therefore, seems to me very evident (as I have

said before) that the great truths of the Water-

Cure system will accomplish more good in regard to

the physical education of the young, hereafter, when

better understood and more generally acted upon

than they are now effect ing, as regards all those who

have been brought up in " the old way"—at tho

feet of Mrs. Gamp. The one will be trainod in the

right way, from the start : while the others, but too

often, have to be M made over anew."

A few words, now, about the management of in

fants upon Hydropathic principles. In the first place,

I am happy to say, that such persons as Mrs. Gamp

" have no confidence in nig Water-Cure," for the

very excellent reason, that the Water-Cure strike*

at tho very root of their existence. Hydropathy does

not recognize any sort of necessity for fastening such

an incubus around the neck of any young mother :

it repudiates wholly " The Monthly Nurse." What

need of a Mrs. Gamp, when, with proper care and

judicious Water-Treatment, tho young mother is •

herself able to take care of her child almost from tho

very day of its birth ! A good family-servant, to

assist her in bathing and watching her infant, is, in

ordinary circumstances, all she requires.

As soon as it is fairly brought into the world, ths

child is carofully washed in tepid water, wrapped in

a soft, warm blanket, and placed beside its mother to

rest and sleep. No castor-oil is given ; nothing, in

fact, but a spoonful, or more, of pure, simple wates,

(in spite of Mrs. Gamp's notion, that water might

give babies tho colic !) If everything goes on natu

rally, the child sleeps until it is time to give it its

appropriate food. Should it cry, however, with

hunger, a little milk-and-water will appease its

cravings for the time being.

No bandages are fastened upon "Water-Curo

babies," and their clothing is novor too tight fot

comfort. Great care is taken to keep tho child neat

and clean, but moro regard is paid to its physical

well-being than its personal appearance. During ths

first month, its only costume is a loose night-dress.

The child is never pinioned about its stomach, for

the navel invariably is well in a week, and generally

in three days. If the child is regularly bathed, as it

should be, every morning and evening, in tepid waton,

and dressed and handled with tender care, it heals

easily and quickly. Sometimes a soft, wet linen

cloth is carofully adjusted about it—for an hour at a

time, usually ; but frequent washing of tho part

keeps down the heat, and the healing procoss is rapid

ly completed, even though nothing bo done except

thus paying strict attention to local cleanliness.

One of the nicest points in the management of

infants is the proper regulation of their hours for

nursing. It is unnecessary for mo to say, that regu

larity should bo observed as carefully as possible. I

do not mean, however, that the infant should be

nursed "will ye, nill ye," once every two, or three

or four hours, as tho case maybe. An enlightened

mother will rather educate her instinct so as to rec

ognize promptly when the child is hungry and when

it is not. Nature's language is generally easy of in

terpretation—that is, to those who are competent to

distinguish, for instance, between genuine hunger on

the one hand, and childish caprice on the other ; and

it would, therefore, seem most rational and expedi

ent to leave this matter to the good sense of ths

mother, rather than enact any arbitrary hour-rule.

Another nice point is the propor regulation of the

digestive process. Not a day should pass without
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careful attention to this important particular. Should

the infant be constipated, an enema of slightly warm

water (nothing else is needed) will speedily and'

effectually afford relief ; while, on the other hand, if

the bowels are relaxed, and there are any symptoms

of pain, an enema should likewise be administered,

but with this important difference, the water must be

tepid instead of warm. In this simple way, any sen

sible mother can safely and speedily treat all cases of

constipation and diarrhoea arising in her own family,

under ordinary circumstances ; and it will be her

own faalt if, knowing all this, such complaints are

suffered to become so obstinate as to require medical

advice—for it will be a fair inference to say, that she

has neglected nor duty. These enematn aro best ad

ministered by means of the small glass syringes, as

it is much easier, when these are employed, to avoid

inject ing air, and thus adding to the previous suffer

ings of the poor little patient.

On the subject of ventilation, and tho advantages

to be derived from sending children, even at an early

age, into the open air as frequently as possible, I

trust it is unnecessary for me to add much, in conclu

sion. Those of us who reside in New York know

very well that tho awful mortality among infants, of

which we are weekly apprised by the City Inspector,

is mainly owing to the neglect of ventilation and

cleanliness—especially among tho poorer classes,

living, as they do, in ill-constructed and" crowded

dwellings. But this is a theme decidedly foreign to

my present purpose ; I only allude to it now, in pass

ing, because it serves vory well to " point tho moral"

of the preceding observations.

M. L. S.

No. 51 Tenth-street, New York.

WATER-CURE IN CHILDBIRTH—AGAIN.

It is well that the public mind is awaking to the

Indescribable blessings of Water-Cure in gestation

and parturition. Hitherto, many have said, "These

things cannot be true." The news was too goed to

be believed. Again and again, my patients have

been told by their friends that they would surely die

if they resorted to Water-Cure in child-bearing.

" Why," says one, " everybody knows that a

woman must not even wash her lace and hands, or

have anything damp about hor till after the ninth

day succeeding delivery, and these Water-Cure peo

ple wash a woman in cold water who has just been

delivered. It is perfectly frightful." And when a

Water-Cure lady bears her child without pain,

very delicate and proper persons have been known to

sneer, and say, " Just like the animals." And why

should not the human mother suffer as little as the

animal 1 Is she vulgar and indelicate because she

does not endure pangs worse than those of death 1

I have been very much gratified with several births

that have recently come under my care. One young

lady, who was really far from being strong, but who

had been living very carefully on Water-Cure princi

ples through her pregnancy, encouraged and sup

ported by a strong, earnest husband, suffered slightly

one quarter of an hour. Another, with a first child,

and whose friends frightened her all in thoir power,

took the cure under my care, and when she was de

livered she could hardly be said to suffer at all. I

was uncertain whether tho expulsive efforts were ac

companied by pain. I said, after the birth, " Were

these efforts painful 1" She hesitatod, and then

said, " Slightly " The same day she sat up and held

hor babe, and said she felt well.

Another, the last case I had. The babe was born

with three expulsive efforts, each of which was some

what painful. JVii's was all. The lady was up the

day after tho birth, und about house, as usual, in a

week.

I have never known the slightest ill offect from the

I use of water in childbirth in the practice of any

i Wnter-Curo physician, not even when tho patient

seemed imprudent in sitting up and walking directly

after the birth.

As soon as a lady is perfectly delivered, / use the

vagina syringe, with cold water, throwing a pint w

more upon tlie uterus. This causes the organ to con-

| tract immediately, and saves the patient from after-

pains, which are caused by the efforts of the uterus

j to contract, and assume its normal state. I then

wash the patient with a sponge, or towel, in cold

water, and put a long, cold, wet bandage closely

around the abdomen. She then is dressed, goes into

a clean bed, and generally sleeps five or six hours.

When she wakes, she goes into a cold sitz bath for

fifteen minutes, and is sponged over the whole sur

face, also ; a fresh wet bandage is then applied, and

she is allowed to sit up for a short time if she wishes.

This is my practice in all ordinary cases. Tho

treatment with healthy women is continued for a

month. They take a sitz bath mid-forenoon and

mid-afternoon, use tho vagina syringe three times a

day, and wear the wet bandage. Nearly all my pa

tients are able to be about house, and to go out

walking or riding in a week. All get up the day

after the birth. We know that this course, with the

old method of treatment, would be death.

Thore is no fear of accumulating too much testi

mony on this most vital subject. Tho truth must be

literally dinned in tho ears of the people before they

can believe it ; all thoir experience contradicts it.

" Line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little

and there a little, " and woman may be saved. God

speed the day.

M. S. Gove Nichols.

46 Lexington Avenue, New York.

" Mother, I ouess the baby won't cry any

moke, for I've killed it and thrown it out

doors."— The Dedham Democrat relates that these

are the words which a littlo girl in that town, only

four and a half years old, addressed to her mother,

upon her return from a short absence ; and that the

baby was found under tho sink spout, with a cut upon

its wrist, from which it had almost bled to death.
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NOTES OF CITY PRACTICE.

BY R. S. HOUGHTON, M.D.

Case I. — Chronic Rheumatism.

June 20th, 1849.—Mr. C. commenced the water-

treatment with the hope of obtaining relief from

chronic rheumatism of six years' standing, during

which time he had passed through almost every kind

of Allopathic medication, regular and irregular. As

is usual in such cases, what with this thing and that,

{cotchicum especially, in its various guises,) he was

nothing bettered, but rather made worse ;" and,

at tho timo I have specified above, the enemy was

muttering in tho joints in a way that denoted a good

deal of irritation in the nobler organs. Mr. C, at

the outset, wore his right arm in a sling, and com

plained of a 11 catch " in tho anklo on ascending the

stairway ; otherwise, with the exception of the lassi

tude caused by the enfeebling influence of the six

years of medication he had gone through, there were

no very striking symptoms apparent, save this char

acteristic one : the skin did not art. In spite of the

heat of the season, Mf. C. wore an unusual quantity

of under-clothing ; any one in ordinary health would

have Bweltered under it; but, notwithstanding all

this, no perspiration whatever appeared on the surface,

even in the middle of tho day.

Treatment.—For the first ton or twelve days, Mr.

C. camo for a wet sheet and plunge bath at half past

ten, a.m. ; and resumed his baths on rising, at his

own residence. Under this preparatory treatment,

the pores opened, the skin began to act, and perspi

ration gradually broke out. The right wrist improved,

and Mr. C. could even use his right haud a little, in

stead of the left, when driving out. On the 1st of July,

he took au unusually long walk, and, becoming over

heated, sat down to rest himself in the open air. The

sudden check of perspiration thus produced brought

on a violent attack of acute rheumatism ;* and, on

the 3d of July, Mr. C. gave himself wholly up to my

treatment. On this day, it was with great difficulty

that he could ascend the stairway, to take his wet

sheet and bath. Next day, his knee-joints and

ankles were swollen, inflamed, and very tender to the

touch. The treatment now pursued was substantial

ly this : coolino wet bandaoes were constantly ap

plied to tho parts affected ; a half-wet sheet was oc

casionally employed ; and at least two plunge baths

were given during the day. Tho bath-room imme

diately adjoining the one assigned Mr. C, he was

carefully assisted into a rocking-chair, and drawn in

beside the bath-tub. This was a somewhat fatiguing

operation to the patient, but he invariably felt so

much invigorated by the plunge, that he was always

drawn back greatly refreshed. Under this kind of

cooling treatment, the inflammatory attack was soon

overcome, the lost appetite gradually returned, and

great relief ensued ; still, the limbs were too much

* " A smart attack of acute

occur in the majority of cams of old

-Dr. Outly.

swollen and too tender for walking. Mr. C. was

easily induced, unlike many patients under the old

regime, to leave his bed in a few days, and sit up a

good portion of the day. In this stage of tho treat

ment, rubbing the feet with the bare hand was found

by Mr. C. to be a great luxury. Two clysters wert

administered daily, for their purgative effect ; and

always with decided advantage. A gradual and

steady amendment now ensued. Before long, Mr. C.

was able to ride home, spend the day, and return at

night. On Saturday, the 21st (loss than three week*

from the commencement of his acute attack), be

rode homo and stayed until Monday. During the

following week, there was a rapid improvement ; and

the use of the douche upon the limbs was found high

ly beneficial. On the 28th, Mr. C. returned home to

remain,—with tho understanding that he should

come back occasionally for a wet sheet to coinfirm hit

recovery, and never omit his morning cold bath on

rising. To this latter clause ho has rigidly adhered ;

more rigidly than to tho former, owing to the heavy

pressure of his business engagements. He has en

joyed unusually good health from that day to this

(March 15th) ; he has been out in all kinds of

weather, but he has had no return of rheumatism—

not evon an ache, which his usual bath, or an occa

sional douching of the part afflicted, did not dispel

immediately. On the whole, this case of Mr. C. '»

may be considered as good an instance of what Dr.

Gully calls '* a strengthening cure," as we could

wish for. One thing is vory evident : the " six

weeks," which tho elder Dr. Warren pronounced so

very " good for rheumatism," are cut down one-

third or one-half, by rational Water-Cure.

Case 11.—Midwifery.

October 23th, 1849.—Mrs. M., a young married

lady, commenced the water-treatment, with tho

intention of following it up until after her confine

ment (with her first child). Her general health

being perfectly good, she was placed upon a light,

tonic treatment. She took two plunge baths each

day ; exercised regularly ; and ate only twice a day,

of simple food. Slight labor pains set in on Satur

day evening, Nov. 17th ; a thorough enema of tepid

water was immediately administered, and about 11

o'olock, a tepid si tz bath was given, (and repeated at

2) with very good effect. At intervals, a little re

freshing sleep was obtained. The pains continued to

increase steadily in efficacy, and at an early hour in

the morning Mrs. M. was safely delivered of a fine

boy. Soon afterward she was carefully bathed, and

then lay down for a quiet sleep, with her infant by

her side. She awoke from this greatly revivod ; and

from this time forward recovered rapidly, with no

attending drawback. A wet bandage was worn

about the abdomen by Mrs. M., for some time after

delivery, with excellent effects ; and three or four

days after her confinement she went out shopping at

well as ever.

JVo. 51 Tenth-street, New York.
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APPLICABILITY OF THE WATER-OURE '

IN ACUTE DISEASES.

BY E. A. KITTREDGE.

The next and most dangerous disease to scarlet

fever is the croup. This also has its varieties, the

most common of which is the spasmodic.

The croup, as moat people know, is an inflamma

tion of the trachea or windpipe, and sometimes of

the larynx and bronchial tubes, which parts being

excessively sensitive, are disposed, when once affected,

to take on most violent inflammation.

The croup may bo distinguished from other affec- j

lions by the peculiar sound of the cough, which much [

resembles the crowing of a young rooster, or the bark

ing of a young dog.

The results of this inflammation, if not properly

treated, especially, are spasms of the severest kind,

terminating in exhaustion of vital power, or in suf

focation, generally within & few days from its com

mencement.

The most common form, as I have said, is the

spasmodic, and fortunately altogether the most easily

cured.

This form occurs mostly in the nervous and irritable

constitution, the least obstruction in any of the or- i

gans being sufficient, with children of such tempera

ments, to superinduce an attack of the spasmodic j

croup ; hence parents, &c, should be exceedingly :

cautious how they let such children indulge in im

proper and inordinate meals, innsmuch as an ounce

of prevention is worth a whole cart-load of cure !

The spasmodic form, unless grossly mismanaged,

is seldom fatal • and many a simple medicine has be

come famous among the allopaths and nurses because

of its power to relieve, almost instantly, this terrible

sounding, but, in reality, little alarming, complaint.

Aye, many a one is there among both of these

classes who have built up a faith in medicine, firm

and steadfast, from the simple fact that emetics,

&c, will give immediate relief as a general thing in

cases of this kind. Poor souls, they have never asked

themselves, or anybody else, if thore was no way of

producing the same amount of relief without any of

the waste of physical power consequent upon the in

troduction of irritants poisonous enough to induce

vomiting. Many and many a poor nervous child

has been puked to death by tho frequent adminis

tration of emetics in the shape of ** Hive Syrup,"

&c., &c., which tho fond but foolish mother kept

always by her, because some ignorant physician once

M relieved a child in this way of a powerful bad case

af the croup,'* and with which she kept " curing" her

children till they died !

To all such let me say, there is now no excuse for

such practice, for in these latter days, it has been

discovered that poisoning the system with drugs is

not the very best way that could be devised for re

moving simple obstructions, or quieting nervous irri

tability. The more you " cure" croup in this way, tho

more you may, as tho " remedy" increases the dis

position to the disease.

| To the understanding hydropath I need only say,

that all that is necessary is to equalize the circula

tion, thereby removing the immediate cause of the

spasmodic contraction, &c, of the windpipe ; it is

this contraction, &o., lessening the aperture through

which the breath issues, that gives the frightful

sound to the cough and breathing ; and in order to

prevent a recurrence, restore tho equilibrium of the

nervous system.

How to do these they well know : in slight cases

a simple application of a wet cloth to the chest is all

sufficient—aye, in most of the cases where these de

bilitating, tone-destroying emetics are given, which

so often produce or develop other diseases—a simple

napkin, dipped in cold water, and repeated a few

times, will be equally efficacious in giving instant

relief without any of the trouble of going for doctor

j or medicine, or being obliged to force down the re

luctant throats of the little darlings a horribly nau

seous dose, which any one with decent brains must

feel has a tendency to destroy life.

In some cases, which have been neglected or mal

treated, it becomes necessary to use more active

means. If there be much fever, I recommend the

use of the sitz bath at 65, with free ablution on the

whole body, till the temperature is reduced to the

natural st andard, and then, if there be much irritation

remaining, to put them into a wet sheet, in which

they should be kept only just long enough to restore

the equilibrium—say half an hour.

When they come out of the sheet, of course they

arc to be well washed down, and cold wet cloths kept

constantly on the chest, changed as ofton as they be

come hot.

It may be necessary, in some severe cases, to repeat

the sitz bath, three or four times in the course of as

many hours, before you put them in tho sheet, and

perhaps the sheet will have to be repeated every

few hours for a day or two.

The great danger in these cases will be that

the mother or attendants, not having faith or

knowledge enough, will be too afraid of applying the

water sufficiently, and thereby let the symptoms gain

on them, and then the simple spasmodic may become

the dangerous inflammatory or membraneous croup.

A case of this want of efficiency occurred in my

practice once, whereby the child nearly lost his

life, the parents being afraid to put on water enough

to put out thefire, or in other words, to keep the fever

down.

Six hours after my first visit to the child, whom I

found with symptoms of bronchitis and spasmodic

croup, they sent for me again, saying, the child was

growing worse all the time, and wanting to know if

1 couldn't " give it something." I told them I

thought I could, and I did—" give it" an all-suffi

cient soaking—and impressed upon them by so doing

the importance of following up the treatment ener

getically, seeing and believing the child was saved,

though the neighbors had flattered themselves " cold

water had killed it."
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As for the membraneous croup, the only sure way

to cure this is to prevont it ! I mean by this, that

when the membraneous sac is once formed, it is al

most impossible to cure it even with water. Hence

the importance of keeping down the fever at all haz

ards, as every physician agrees that this is an in

flammatory disease, and to those who will see, it is

no wonder that they so seldom succeed in curing it,

when wo take into view the irritating means made

use of, which would create inflammation in and of

themselves.

In all cases, then, where the symptoms run high,

the pulse being quick and strong, and full withal,

with difficult, wheezing, and accelerated respiration,

you must bo " up and doing," while there is yet

time, and peradventure you may in most cases pre

vent tho terriblo catastrophe, that otherwise will

most surely ensue, viz., the formation of a false mem

brane, and in a few short days, a terrible death.

The same treatment here, as in bad cases of the

spasmodic kind, only more so ! is required. Some

recommend the cold dash in tho later stages, where

there is a tendency to suffocation, &c, &c, i. e. the

throwing on of a pail of cold water upon the body,

hoping thereby to produce a shock sufficient to break

up the formation of the sac.

I have tried this, in some cases, but cannot say that

I have seen any decided advantages from it, though

no doubt thero aro periods in tho disease where it

might bo very useful.

X should use, when practicable, in the first stages,

the full bath, keeping the patient in a bath of 65, for

three or four minutes, or more, rubbing them briskly ,

all the while, then immediately enveloping them in

a dry blanket or two, till warm again ; then apply

moderately cold cloths to the throat and chest , re

ducing tho temperature gradually to ice-water, and

keeping up, as stated above, tho sitz bnths, sheets,

&c, &c. If anything will euro it, this will.

IMAGINARY DISEASES.

BY L. REUBEN, M.D.

It is strange to hear people, who call themselves ,

sensible, telling of such an one who has an imaginary '

disease, or another who is tpleeny, imagines himself

sick, has "hypo," or nothing but hysterics! When ,

will such persons learn that thero is not such a thing

as an imaginary disease under heaven; and that

those diseases which they call imaginary, are posi- !

tively the most real and tormenting that poor human !

flesh ever writhed and groaned under, this side of

paradise 1 When will we be just and generous to

the large, very large portion of our fellow-beings now

writhing under these real and fearful maladies'! I

" But," says some iron-souled objector, whose nerves,

by mistake, were all mode sinews, and whose brain

is but a spocios of white liver, " can you prove that 1"

Let us sec.—Without nerves, wo should feel neither

pleasure nor pain, health nor sickness ; in fact, noth

ing; nor should we manifest anything. By and

through nerves, then, wo feel and manifest all sensa

tions. Now, if tho nerves feel pleasure, they manifest

pleasure; if they feel pain, they manifest that. And

how oan they feel pain, unless some real, substantial,

and sufficient thing be present somewhere, grating,

like a rasp, upon their delicate fibrils, or cutting,

like a knife, into the quivering, exquisite threads 1

They cannot. If pain, or convulsions, or simple dis

comfort, ennui, or hypochondria is felt, there must

be a bodily something grating upon the nerves, and

thus producing those unhappy sensations, no matter

whether we can or cannot see it—can or cannot name

it! Honcc follows this conclusion : Many arc dis-

eased who think themselves well, because, though the

nerves nevor manifest pain unless there is something

presont to pain them ; yet the thing may be present,

and they may be so far benumbed and dead, as not

to feel it ; but none are well who think themselves dis

eased, becauso, if they were well, every sensat ion felt

by the nerves would bo ono of pleasure, and could

not possibly be painful. Of course, I speak of sensa

tions coming from the body itself, and not of those

coming from the external world. Let the unjust and

cruel snecrer stop forward now, and refute the argu

ment. He may then taunt tho wretched sufferers

from Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, &c, to his heart'*

content !

WATER TREATMENT IN WOUNDS.

BY J. A. SPEAR.

A year ago last Soptember, a young man in my

employ unfortunately wounded his knee with an axe.

Though there are four men near here who are par

tially cripples by means of a wound on the knee,

threo of whom suffered a number of months, and

underwent everything but death, while they were

treated in the usual way by the apothecary, yet this

wound was more severe than either of those at tho

commencement, and quite the largest that I had ever

seen on that joint. It commenced on the lower por

tion of the knee-pan, and ran nearly in the direction

of the heel-cord ; thus bringing the whole blow

directly over the joint. Knowing the common result

of such wounds, and seeing the severity of this, at

first I felt rather fearful that a stiff knee could not

be avoided. But, after examining it, I had a strong

impression that if tho inflammation could be kept

down, and tho limb quiet until the wound healed, the

secretion of the joint would not be destroyed. There

fore, knowing that his blood was in a good condition,

I told him that I would sec that it was healed in ona

week if he would follow my directions, which were

to keep the knee quiet, live on about one-third, and

not to exceed half of his usual allowance of food,

and subject himself to the water treatment. To

this he readily consonted. The wound was made

olean, and then drawn nearly together by means of

narrow strips of cloth, a fourth or a third of an inch

in width, and six or eight inches in length, covered

on one side with shoomaker's-wax, and applied

warm. This was an easy and convenient means of
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supporting it. It was then covered with wet com- |

presses, and they were kept in their place by a con

venient bandage. Covering enough was worn aroond

the knee to keep it just comfortably warm. I believe 1

the cloths were changed only two or three times in |

twenty-four hours, just according to his desire, and

the parts around the wound gently showered at each

time with a small stream of falling water, and

rubbed as much as convenience would allow. Then

the compresses were replaced and secured as bofore.

The result was, that the wound healed without in

flammation or pain, and finding it healed in six days

instead of seven, he laughingly said, I had gained

ojk day, and might go a-fishing, if I choso. lie com

menced using it then, though it was not strong by i

any means, nor free from a sort of numbness and '

tenderness for a long time, which was occasioned by

injuring the bones. But it gradually became strong,

and that numbness, together with the tenderness and

alight difficulty in bending the knee, gradually wore

away, until it became quite natural, and as strong '

as ever.

Last Juno I was called 'upon to dress a wound, j

which had just been made by a carpenter, upon his 1

knee. It was a cross wound, about two inches in

length, made with the corner of a sort of chisel,

about four inches wide, used for smoothing mortises, j

paring, &e. The wound was directly across the

knee-pan, about threo-fourths of an inch from the

upper portion of it. The knee-pan was cut quito off

on the side where the oorner of the tool penetrated,

and quite across the top, leaving only a little at the

bottom and one side. One end of the wound was

carefully brought together and held, while a strip

of strong cloth, eight inches in length, and one-third

of an inch in width, covered with wax, was adjusted I

in such a manner as to keep it in place. At a little J

distance from the side of this strip, a second was

carefully applied, while the wax was quito warm, J

and so on until the whole wound was drawn in place,

and properly supported. It was treated with wet |

eotnpresses, washing, gentle showering, &c., as the

other, and healed rapidly without pain, and though

it took a number of weeks for the knee-pan to be-

eome thoroughly united and strong, it is now as well 1

as it ever was.

In these cases there were not the slightest symptoms

of inflammation, or a cold. But those other cases

alluded to above, that were attended with such ex

treme suffering and ill consequences, were treated

with warm applications, which caused debility, which

was followed by what was called taking cold in the

wound.

Those who are suddenly taken from much ac

tive exercise and a full diet, and obliged to keep

quiet, will be much benefited by a plain and

scanty diet, and the towel or hand bath. If the

blood be kept in a proper condition, and the skin is

dean and healthy, and the stomach not overtaxed

with food, there is but little danger of taking what

it called a cold. If a general cold is taken, it is

often realized only in some weak or injured part of

the system. Thoro is no danger in applying cold to

wounds, bruises, &c, provided it be followed with a

comfortable reaction. The very means which are

generally resorted to for the purpose of guarding

against colds—such as warm applications, heated

rooms, confined air, &c, result in producing the cold.

Patients thus guarded and suddenly attacked with

colds, are generally considered by their physicians

and friends as providentially smitten with what every

possible means had been usod to ward off. Thus

they seem to understand cause and effect about as

well at though the world was governed by chance,

and effects were not produced by causes. Let the

cose go as it may, it is all charged to Jehovah, and

man (the fooliBh transgressor) pleads his spotless in-

noconcc ! »

ALLOPATHIC MIDWIFERY.

BY K. T. THALL, M.D.

If thero is any department of what is called med

ical science pro-cminently demanding reform, it is

the usual scientific management of women in child

birth. The function of child-bearing is a natural

and necessary process, and, the doctor's dosing and

drugging, and the nurse's slopping and stuffing aside,

not at all alarming or dangorous. But a false sys

tem of medication, and constant interference with,

and disturbance of tho natural course of things, have

converted the act of parturition into a day of perils,

and its previous and subsequent periods into seasons

of terrors and accidents.

Tho.se who road bclicvingly the mass of unintelli-

blo tra^h in tho medical journals of the day, must in

evitably get into tho notion, or get tho notion into

them, t hat all manner of maladies aro tho pre-ordain

ed accompaniments of pregnancy, and that nature

could never do a thing which did not roquirc correct

ing by the doctor. Under t he popular medical orders

of the day, pregnant females are regarded as inva

lids, and are bled, paregorie'd, magnesia'd, stimula

ted, mineralized and poisoned, just as though they

were going through a regular course of lever. No

wonder so many die suddenly ; no wonder so many

arc confined to their rooms from three weeks to three

years, after delivery ; no wonder so many lay on their

backs a month or two with puerperal txcelled leg, or

arc rendered helpless for three or six months with a

broken breast, or ure cut off in ton or twelve days

with puerperal fever. A Dr. Carponter has lately

reported several cases of puerperal ancemia, which

teach a solemn and an awful lesson. Let us try to

understand it and profit by it. We extract from the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal a full report of

some of them :

Case I.—Feb. 22d, 1841. Called to see Mrs. B.

Found her pregnant with her third child. Age 25.

Sanguine temperament, robust and vigorous consti

tution, weighing 150 pounds. General hoalth good.

Great depression of spirits, with a premonition that
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she should die in labor; throbbing in the head ; red

canker; oedema ; cadaverous skin ; dyspnoea on mo

tion ; stomach irritable ; bowels loose ; loss of appe

tite ; pulse 100. She was now about house. Treat

ment—chalybeates and nit. argenti.

March 24.—Saw her again, with all the former

symptoms aggravated, and the following in addition.

Pulse now 120 to 150, quick, wiry, very tense. In

tense throbbing of the neart. Great, tendency to

syncope, with a constant desire to be fanned. Great

restlessness and inability to sleep. Urine scanty and

high-colored. Tongue, lips, and mouth perfectly

bleached, and without coat or sordes. Blood con

stantly oozing from the nose, but without crassamen-

tum or coloring matter, scarcely tinging the linen

upon which it fell. Treatment—chalybeates and nit.

argenti, topical and general, with morphia.

On 29th, Dr. W. saw her in consultation. Treat

ment continued, with wine.

On tbo night of the 31st, confined, giving birth to

a dead child, of full growth. Labor easy, and with

out hemorrhage, after which she sank rapidly, and

died April 2d.

Cask II.—June 8th, 1&41. Called to sec Mrs. F.,

who desired to be bled. Ago 21. Siio average.

Temperament sanguineous. Previous health good.

Pregnant with her first child. She lind all the symp

toms of Case I., except usual hemorrhage and the

aphthous mouth additional. She evidently had

effusion in the cheat. Her friends attributed her

disease to her having lived in a house recently paint

ed, the insisted on being bled to relievo her breu th

ing; nor could any remonstrance of mine dissuade

her from it. I bled" herSoz., and on separation there

could not have been one ounce of crassamentum. The

serum almost without color. No other treatment.

Delivered of a dead child, of full growth, on the

night of the 14th. Labor easy, no hemorrhage, but

she sank rapidly, and died before morning.

Case HI.—April 22d, 1841. Called to Mrs. E.,

in labor with her first child; and although the dis

tance was short, she was delivered of a weak living

child before my arrival. Child lived hut a few days.

Never saw the patient before. Age about 25. Nerv

ous temperament and delicate constitution. No

uterine hemorrhage. And hero I would observe,

that no excess of this kind occurred in any one of

the cases. On the other hand, the lochia! discharge

was unusually scanty and of a light color. She had

all the symptoms of Case I., except the hemorrhage

and oedema. Bad nursing, small room, and unwhole

some air. She was put upon the same treatment as

Case I., with a nutritious diet. Stomach soon became

capricious and would retain nothing. The patient

sank, and died June 9th, much emaciated.

Case IV.—May 6th, 1841. Called to see Mrs. F.,

in labor with her fourth child. Child bom before my

arrival. Age 31. Previous health good, except

canker in the mouth. Temperament nervous. Sise

average. No appearance of antcmia. Good getting

up, for the first two or three weeks. Called again on

tho 29th, when the antcniic symptoms were distinct.

So strong are the indications for tho chalybeate treat

ment in this disease, that t hey were again resorted to

in this case, in the varied forms of the carbonate, the

sulphate, the muriate and iodate, but with no good

effect. The nit. argenti was also used; yet the pa

tient sank and died. July 29th, apparently bloodless.

Case V.—Oct. 2d, 1&42. Called to see Mrs. W.

W. She desired to bo bled for pain in the head.

No symptoms of antcmia. Bled her 12 oz., with re

lief. Iso peculiar appearances in the blood when

drawn. Did not see it afterward. Age 22. Preg

nant with her first child. Size average. Tempera

ment nervo-sanguineous.

Nov. 19th confined, with a healthy child. Getting

up good ; afterward healthy.

Dec. 20th, found her far advanced in amemia, but

without oedema, effusion, or hemorrhage. Treatment

—morphine, brandy and quinine, with a nutritious

diet. On the 25th, in consultation with Dr. M.,

and at his earnest recommendation, changed the

treatment to chalybeates. The patient died on tho

31st.

Case VI.—June 25, 1&42. Called to see Mrs. A.

She had been put to bed some four weeks previous

by Dr. P. with her first child. Child living. Ago

11 of mother 21. Temperament nervous. Size smalL

! Previous health good. There was no effusion, canker,

or hemorrhage ; all tho other characteristics of the

i disease strongly marked. The woman's mother, who

' was the nurse, insisted that there was laceration of

tho perineum, and desired me to examine. This

j enabled me to examine the organs of generation

I during life, which I found entirely bloodless and

I colorless as wax. Treatment—morphine, wine and

II quinine. Saw the patient but three times. Another

I physician was called, under whoso care she soon

jl died."

In pondering upon this sad story of mortality, we

are compelled to inquire, why did all these women

die 1 In the first case related we have a female of

n bust and vigorous constitution, having an easy lo

bar, without any accident at all ; yet the child was

still-born, and the mother died soon after giving it

birth ! Why was all this Mark. Tho doctor

saw her Feb. 25, 1841, and although he found her

complaining of many unpleasant symptoms, be report

ed her then " in good general health." But, mark you

again ; then he commenced his dosing. He gave

her a course of mineral poisons to swallow continu

ally—preparations of iron and lunar caustic. She if

kept on this druggery to March 24, over four weeks,

and then, as the doctor tells us, " all the former

symptoms were rtggraufl(erf .'" What does he next

do 1 Why he gives more of the same mineral poisons,

to which he adds a powerful vegetable poison, called

morphine ! ! March 29, five days after, the patient

is still worse, yet all the previous poisons are con

tinued, to which another poison of the stimulating

kind is added, viz., wine. Two days after, she died,

and there, reader, you have the whole story of aiwm

ami effect .

In the second case the woman was killed very

easily. Aneemia means defective nutrition, blood-

lessncss, want of vitality, &c. Tho body is so debil

itated and relaxed in this condition that spontaneous

hemorrhages are frequent. No one, therefore, in the

exercise ofcommon sense would ever think of bleeding

when a want of blood constitutes the very essence of

the disease. Era in this case the doctor hnac bet

ter—so he says. But he could not persuade the

woman from being bled, therefore he bled her, and

therefore she died ! ! !

There is nothing peculiar in tho third oaso, except,

unlike the first case, her constitution was delicate.

She was put on tho same treatment as the first case,

and with the same result—she died in about the same

time after she commenced swallowing the poisons.

The inference, then, seems to be, that a vigorous

course of mineral and narcotic poisons kills a strong

constitution as soon as it does a weakly one. I don't
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know but a pistol ball, shot through the heart of H

a strong, athletic man, would be the death of him,

at, soon as it would of a man in feeble and delicate

health.. And I cannot see why the same rule will not

apply to mineral poisons operating through the

stomach.

The fourth case is ranker with quackery than either

of the preceding. Here the woman was in good

health, and luckily got safely through her delivery

before the doctor interfered. Sho did well for three

weeks ; but, fatal kindness, the doctor had to keep

watch of her, and on tho most unfortunate visit of

the 2i)th, he could distinctly perceive anaemic symp

toms. So he put her on the same course of poi

sons, with variations, which killed the first and third,

aid killed her too !

The fifth case is very like unto the fourth ; only

the treatment was commenced with narcotic and

stimulant poisons first ; and after these had been

continued five days, as though to make the work of

death sure, the minerals were resorted to again.

The sixth case, in all essential features of the dis

ease, and the treatment, and the killing, and the

dying, was like unto the preceding one.

Can any rational and impartial mind read theso

melancholy records of drug-science and not turn

away in horror from the whole extended catalogue

of (medicinal) (1) poisons 1 It is time, high time,

that pregnant women, nursing mothers, and suckling

infants, were resoucd from the hands of these Philis

tines of the apothecary shop. It does but little good

to talk to or reason with the doctors, who arc so

busily engaged in dealing destruction round the

land. Their judgments are as bc-poisoned with

falie theories as their materia medica is with

chemical compounds. They cannot understand .

But the people can and will whenever their atten

tion can bo thoroughly fixed upon this matter.

In concluding this running commentary, I will

place in juxtaposition with tho above allopathic

record the following statement. During the last

month I have attended several females through par

turition in the water-cure way. The water-euro way,

be it understood, is a way of doing almost nothing at

all. In all the cases abovo named, and among all

the ca?es I have ever attended or known, as managed

hydropathically, I have met with no serious acci

dent, nor the most trifling disease, in eithor mother

or child. The only preparation ever made has bocn

plain, simple living, regular bathing, and a religious

abstinence from, and abhorrence of, everything in

the shape of " doctor stuffs."

Water-Cdbe Lectures.—Many of our zealous

eo-workers have commenced promulgating Hydro

pathy amongst the " people," by calling them to

gether, in towns, villages, and neighborhoods, and

lecturing to them on this subject. This not unfre-

quently " calls out" the "regulars" when a public II

discussion takes place, and, of course, Hydrophthy U

(like all other truth) triumphs. This familiar lec

turing is just what is most needed at tho present

time, and we hope every person, who is acquainted

with tho Water-Cure, will " turn lecturer," until

the " whole world" become informed of its impor

tance, in preventing and curing disease. Lot

every " school-house" become a lecture-room, and

every teacher a lecturer.

REVIEWS.

BY DR. H. D. SHEPrARD.

Hydropathy for the People. — Tho common

fault of most publications on medical subjects, since

tho world began, is, they are too learned for the

unlearned people. Many excellent Water-Cure

works are also, to some extent, chargeable with the

same misfortune. But here is really a people's booh.

Perhaps the publishers1 names, Fowlers & Wells, are

a sufficient guaranty that the work will suit tho peo

ple at large, for tho firm has obtained a world-wide

celebrity in addressing the great masses of the hu

man family in an intclligble way, through tho medi

um of understandable books, on almost all subjects

relating to " a higher and better destiny."

Tho work in question is a sort of compendium of

the facts, statistics, principles, and arguments bear

ing on the laws of hygiene, the use or misuse of drugs,

and the practical appliances of Watcr-Cure. The

subjocts of air, water, diet, exercise, bathing, &c,

are discussed in a racy and familiar manner, while

tho works of science and records of history have been

judiciously culled to explain and illustrate the laws

for preserving health and attaining longevity, and

the true philosophy of the treatment of disease.

Though written by a non-inedieal man—William

Horsell, of London—the book coutaius an array of

scientific facts and an exposition of the unutterable

absurdities of the popular (soon to be unpopular)

system of drugifieation, that might well startle the

profouudest allopath from his dream of bleeding,

blistering, leeching, scarifying, cauterizing, poison

ing, and otherwise tormenting, maiming, marring,

and scarring the "human form divine." No work

has yet issued from the prolific hydropathic press

better calculated to pre«s home upon the doctors the

irreparable ravages of their miscalled medicinal

agents, and to impress on the minds of the people

the obvious propriety, yea, the stern necessity of

taking the business of taking care of their own

health into their own hands. In a word, it is a "hy

dropathy for the people."

Appended to the work is a series of editorial arti

cles from the pen of Dr. Trall, whoso extensive

experience as a practical hydropath has qualified

him to make many valuable explanations and sug

gestions. Of the character of these the readers of

the Journal will need no endorsement.
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Professor Wiitino, the distinguished lecturer

on Physiology and Anatomy, has been spending

the winter in New York, whero he has delivered

several courses of lectures to fuller houses than have

ever been assembled, so many evenings in succession,

by any other lecturer on theso subjects. Dr. Wieting

stands at tho head of his profession as a popular

lecturer, unsurpassed by any other man in this

country, or probably in the world.

His extensive apparatus, consisting of manikins,

skeletons, paintings, and drawings, costing several

thousand dollars, are used to illustrate his subject,

which, together with the plain, familiar, common-

sense instruction which he imparts, enables every one

to understand. These lectures cannot fail to pro

duce the most beneficial results on the minds and

bodies of all who heard them. The doctor's re

marks on patent medicines wero particularly good,

and those on tobacco of vast importance.

Now that the doctor is leaving us, we tender him

our most sincere thanks, and commend him to the

kind regard of those whom ho may visit in other

places, assuring them that a more profitable invest

ment of a few shillings and a few evenings* time,

cannot bo made.

Consumption*.—In the last number of the Demo

cratic Review we find the following observations,

which we copy, as an indication " of tho signs of the

times." The book referred to is entitled Consump

tion, its Prevention and Cure. By Dr. ^hew :—*

** We have no fears of tho too free use of water,

cither internally or externally, and would gladly see

exchanged for it tho * perilous stuff' which often

covers the surface, or deranges the interior. The

present work is an admirable compendium of the best

directions for the application of water, accompanied

with important suggestions from the experience of

the author. Its instructions with rogard to the

gradual approach of consumptive diseases, the man

agement of their Protean symptoms, and the means

ol arresting their fearful progress, to say the least,

are well worthy the attention of the invalid. No

person, who has reason to think that his constitution

inherits the seeds of consumption, or that it has al

ready commenced its inroads upon his frame, should

neglect to put himself in possession of the contents of

this book. They are plain, lucid, practical, free

from presumption and quackery, and will certainly

greatly contribute to tho comfort of the patient, if

they do not effect his cure."

Thus do the editors of even political periodicals

" speak out " on tho Wator-Cure. We do not be

lieve there are a dozen secular presses in tho United

States but what recommend Hydropathy, ovor all

other medical systems, nor can it be long before this

will be equally true of "the people."

Glen-Haven Water-Cuke.—It will bo seen, by

referring to our advertising department, that this

favorite establishment has already opened, with im

proved facilities, and will, of course, become popular.

* Recently publwheil by Fowls ri & Wells, price 50

Read this Snuffy Talk.—We recommend the

following dialogue to snuff-takers. To understand

its peculiar signification and moral, let it be borne in

mind that all genuine snuffers, in consequence of the

paralysis of the nasal and vocal organs, consequent

upon their habit, use b and d instead of m and n,

and can seldom pronounce clearly some other letters.

" Good bordig, Biss Hardedbrook, how do you this

bordig !"

" Why, Biss Gribes ! do tell us is that you 1 Whep»

have you bid this log tibe 1 Why havb't you bid id

to see us V*

" O, I do't go out buch, ad I have bid troubled a

good deal with paid in my head ad stobach. I hob

it sobo dow, but it's gettid better."

" Ah ! well I ab glad ob it; you busn'tcateh cold,

Biss Gribes. Wod't you haba pitch of sduff 1"

" This is very dice sduff, where docs it eobefrob V*

" Well, 1 dod't dow ; I sedt little Tobby after it,

he got it dowd street sobwhero."

" Do you dow that bad that goes by every bordig

with a tid pail, and carries it back agid at dight 7"

" O, that is Bister Jiddings. He works dowd to

the bashecd shop, ad carries his didder with hib. Ho

is a dice young bad, ad they say ho is bakid buddy.**

" Aidt he tho wud that is payid attedtiod to Bajor

Bosed's daughter Bary Add 1"

"Do, i'Ud't Bary Add, it is Ebelide, wud of the

twids. I suppose they will bake a batch of it."

" Well, I guess it's tibe for to be a goid."

" Cobo id ad see us agid sood, wod't you 1"

"The Water-Cure Journal and Herald of

Rkforsjs for March. — New York: Fowlers &

Wells.—This popular work contains a large amount

of useful information touching the gencuil laws of

health, independent of the Hydropathic system, of

which it is the leading organ in the United ."States, if

not in the entire world. Its monthly circulation al

ready exceeds 20,0(10 copies ; and before another

year comes round it will probably more than double

this number. Tho wator treatment takes with the

masses, who prefer bathing to purging : and who

find in frequent baptism, not only a renovation of

health, but a conscious improvement of mind and

morals. Water, as Captain Cuttle says of the sea,

is 'a halmighty hclemcnt,' and divinely intended

for purposes other than navigation."—N. V. Mirror,

All right, neighbor Mirror, but the 20,000. If

you had said 18,000, you would have hit the mark.

Yet we do hope and believe that we shall soon

reach 20,000. However, this all depends upon our

friends and co-workers, of whom we are rejoiced to

say there are not a few.

Dr. MirNDE has just bought the handsome Water-

Cure Establishment of the late Dr. Kuggles, at

Bensonville, near Northampton, Mass. The estab

lishment has an abundance of the coldest and softest

water, beautiful environs, shady walks, and large,

new, and convenient buildings. Farther particulars

will bo given in New York, by the editors, and by

the Doctor, at Northampton.

The Vegetarian Convention will meet on the

15th of May, in New York city.
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Cod-Liver Oil vt. Whale and Seal Oil, or (|

any kind of Fish Oil. — In the last number of

Braithwaite's Retrospect, wo find an article, copied

from the Medical Gazette, " a Regular," containing

a report of nine cases, treated with various kinds of

Fish Oil.

" I applied to my oilman for some specimens of the

purest and sweetest lamp oil, and procured several

varities of whale and seal oil, decidedly fishy and

rank in flavor, but not rancid, or oxydized, or putres

cent. In fact, the flavor of tho oil commonly called

'southern oil,' the produce of the black whale,

which I chiefly employed, is not disagreeable to any

one who is free from fancies on tho subject ; and if

mixed with three or four parts of almond oil, is not

a whit more offensive to the taste than the common

oleum jecoris aselli."

The author then gives us cases, including those of

children, in which he attempts to provo that good

effects were produced by the use of those oils. We

have neither room nor disposition to insert these cases.

In conclusion, the author says :—

" I would therefore suggest, that it is well worth

while to make a fair experiment on a large scale, to

determine whether it is fish oil in general that does

good, or only the oil of the cod's liver. If, as I be

lieve, almost any kind of fish oil will answer the pur

pose, then many of the poor will bo able to use the

cheaper kinds, who could not afford the nicer but

more costly cod-liver oil."

Thus we have a confession of this most obnox

ious, filthy, and disgusting fish oil, Regular Drug

Doctor's trick. Such outrageous eod-liver oil quack

ery deserves punishment. Think of it. The entire

gang of " Regulars," all joining in, and raising such

a " hue and cry," recommending to tho poor, dying

man, such a loathsome " Remedy" as cod-liver oil,

and that too when any other fish oil will do just as

well, " for the poor." " Oh yo ignorant, or wicked,

or designing doctors, ye have much to answer for."

Asa Fessenden, of Baldwinsville, Mass., has ob

tained a patent for improvements in machinery for

making pill-boxes.—-iV. Y. Com. Adv.

Now, Asa, this is a little too bad. Think of it, a

man of such gigantic powers, and with a name, ven

erated as it is, in the State of Maine, where dwells

that good old man, known to all Reformers, called

" General Fessenden." Why, sir, your invention

is almost as useful as that recently noticed in this

Journal, called tho Self-Lighting) Cioar, and be

longs to tho " Cod-Liver Oil" department of " Med

ical Science." Try again, Asa, and you may still

further distinguish yourself. Contrast the above,

Asa, with the following, and see how you will bo

looked upon by tho world.

"James Cunningham, of Reading, Pa., has ob

tained a patent for improvement in ventilating rail

road cars and steamboats."

Now, Asa, don't you foel small, mean, and con

temptible 1 You are an object of pity.

Rut here is another, which belongs to the same

" Patent Pill-Box class," to whom Asa ought, at

onco, to be married ; a thriving business would doubts

less be the result.

Mary W. O'Meara, of Now York—For improve

ment in abdominal (abominable) supporters.

A Gase.—Mercer, Ohio, March Sth, 1830.—Some

ten months sinco, I sent to you for tho Water-Curo

Manual. For more than three years previous to

that timo my health had been very bad, from a

chronic affection of tho liver. I was at times con

fined to my bed for weeks, took calomel, tho bluo

pill, and quantities of other medicine, but grew

worse, and my physicians pronounced my disease in

curable. Sinco I received the Water-Cure Manual,

I have kept the bluo pill and other medicines lying

on the shelf, but havo used nothing, as a medicine,

oxcept water. My health has been constantly im

proving, so that I feel now almost, if not quite, a

sound man again.

Yours respectfully, M. Collins.

Dr. N. Bedortiia will open again the Water-

Cure Establishment at New Lebanon Springs tho

first of May, where ho will spend the summer, and

bo ready to attend calls and treat patients under the

Hydropathio system, as heretofore. Tho advantages

of that place for Water-Cure are well known to tho

public.

NOTICES.

United States Currency.—Wo are alwayi interested

in tho politics of our country, and rejoice when any new

measure is adopted calculated to benefit every inhabitant.

In 1648 a law was passed authorizing the Postmaster Gen

eral to issue Stamps of the denomination of five and ten

cents, which were to be used to prepay letters. These

stamps were wnt to all the principal postmasters throughout

the Union, and sold in sheets by the quantity to all who wished

to nse them ; some purchasing a dollar's worth at a time,

others five, ten, fifteen, twenty, or twenty-five cents worth.

These stamps soon became a regular currency, and when

any individual wished to remit a fractional part of a dollar to

a creditor in any part of the United States, it was only neces

sary for him to obtain, enclose, and remit the amount in Post-

office Stamps, this being the only national currency without

discount (gold and silver excepted) in the country.

This custom of remitting Post-office Stamps has become m

general, that publishers offer to receive them to any amount,

in payment for books, and all other publication*. It is, indeed,

a national currency, and is a very great convenience to all our

people throughout tho Union, and thousands are daily avail

ing themselves of it.

It is the design of the Post-office Department at Washington

to supply all postmasters with these stamps, and they in return

areexpeoted to supply " the people" in their neighborhood,

Thus, we have a regular United States currency, the Postmas

ter General being President, and all the Postmasters in the

Union Vice-Presidents.

In Canton, Illinois, our publications may be had of S. B.

Hopkins. Subscriptions for the Journal will also be received

" and forwarded by him.
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William Clark, of RensseUer county, N. V., has sent

us one hundred and forty subscribers for this Journal. We

think his name deserves a place among the Reformers of the

age. Mr. Clark is a voluntary agent, and works for " the good

of the can*.-," and the " people." He thinks he shall reach

two hundred before the expiration of the year.

To our Country Friends.—We have frequent inquiries

as to the best hotel or boarding-house for them to stop at

while in the city ; and in answer, we would recommend them

to Dr. Trail's, 15 Laight street, where they can usually find

such accommodations as will suit them. Terms, $1 per day,

or $0 per week.

Many of Fowlers & Wells' publications have done great

good. We believe " The Water-Cure Journal" is among

the best of them, and that it has brought an entire revolution

in the habits and health of many a family who read it.—

Cleveland True Democrat.

Water-Cure Journal,—This is one of the best jour

nals in America.—Flog of Freedom.

Hon. II. B. Stanton will please nccept our thanks for val

uable public documents.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Rheumatism-—Dr. Schelterly has forwarded another com

munication relative to the case of Mrs. Hazzard. In such

long standing cases, where the system has become so shattered

by disease and drugs, two or three years may be required to

work out a cure. Improvement will not always be manifestly

rapid. In fact, there may be occasional aggravations, or even

apparent relrogradations, when the treatment should be very

mild until the system recovers its balance. After the first fa-

vorable impression is made, gentleness and perseverance should

constitute tho 11 law of progress," thus giving " orthopathy"

—nature, every possible chance. Let us bear from her again

soon.

Salt Rhkum and Typhus Fever.—Friend Clark wants

to know how to cure salt rheum, so that it will stay cured ;

also how to manage typhus fever. The latter question is an

swered in various hydropathic hooks, especially in "Hydropathy

for the People;" also in Water-Cure Journal of November

last. Salt rheum requites general treatment ; tepid and cool

ablutions, and rubbing wet sheet, with pack, sheet as often as

twice a week. Great attention must be paid to diet in all skin

diseases. The quantity of food must be very moderate, and

its quality of the simplest kind—brown bread, wheaten mush,

apples, potatoes, with milk, if this ariicle agrees, should be

the principal tilings. Salt and grease, and spices, are extremely

bad.

Can a case of spermatorrhoea be cured without resorting to

the operation of cauterization—if so, what book will give the

directions 7

Spermatorrhea.—This complaint can generally be cured

by mild hydropathic treatment, combined with judicious, me

chanical pressure in severe cases. We know of no book

which pretends to any successful plan of treatment without

cauterization.

The Medical Art at Present, by 8. O. G., will ap

pear in our next.

A Friend of Medical Reform wishes to know if we will

publish a brief article in the W. C. Journal, describing tho

Chrono-thermal system of caring diseases.

Answer.—Most certainly we will, always providing that

it be written in the true spirit. In fact, we shall be glad to

lay before our readers all systems of medicine. We wish out

friends to judge for themselves, after examining the various

conflicting opinions of innumerable doctors. We have no

fears for Hydropathy, when weighed in the balance with any

of the old theories

The Best Book.—A correspondent asks, what is the beat

book on Water-Cure for family use, a hundred miles from any

establishment, and surrounded by allopaths 1 We especially

recommend two books as containing precise directions, and fa

miliar explanations for home-practice : the Water-Cure Mao-

□al, and Hydropathy for the People.

A C. McD., together with many other readers of the Wa

ter-Cure Journal, would be very glad to have published the

mode of diagnosis pursued by Dr. David Ruggles. Will not

some friend prepare an article for the Journal, giving all the

particulars 1

Ventilation, byO. V. T., is at hand. Look for it in the

I May number.

VARIETIES.

Washing Made Easy.—Some of our country friends have

bet-n cr.-sily imposed upon by an advertisement which has ap*

peareil in several of our New York newspapers, which reads

as follows :
■WASHING MADE EASY ;

Or, iiow to Wash Clothes without Machines, Wash

boards, or Pounding Barrels.

Send me one dollar, free of postage, and I will send yoo,
hv mail, a printed circular, giving plain directions for washing
clothes, that will enable one person to do all the washing of a
large family before breakfast, thus avoiding aJl the confusion
of a washing (lay. This method requires no machines, wanli-
boards, or pounding barrels—no turpentine, no camphene, or
other offensive article—no rubbing the skin otf your fingers—
no teairng off buttons and wearing out clothes. This plan
baves the clothes, makes them whiter, and never injures Him
finest fabric. The articles used cost but a few cents for a
large washing, and can be obtained anywhere.
The circular also contains directions for Starching, Ironing,

Washing, Removing Stains, etc., etc.
The?-? are the greatest chemical discoveries of the age. AU

the hotel**, steamers, and large laundry establishments use my
method of washing.
To avoid imitations and counterfeits, be sore to direct your

letter to—

Now, we would most respectfully recommend onr friends

not to send a dollar for this washing invention. " The circu

lar" or pamphlet alluded to does not cost three cents to print,

yet a dollar is charged for it. Is this honest .' We think U a

cheat.

For the benefit of the eurioup, we extract the following front

an exchange, which explains this " great secret :"

Washing; Liquor.—A correspondent, who calls himself

the " Washerwoman's Friend," says : " There w now a wash

ing liquor sold in Sheffield, at the most extortionate prices,

beautifully labeled ;" but, for the benefit of washerwomen,

who are generally the really deserving poor, we will impart

the wonderful secret, which has been obtained from Mr.
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Twelvetree* :—1 lb. of roda, 1-2 lb. of lime, 1-2 lb. of soap.

The soda and soap are boiled together, and the lime alone, in

two qaarts of water; and then, after being boiled, are used

a* required.—Liverpool Standard.

Another paper U still more definite :—Dissolve 1-4 lb. of lime

in boiling water, straining twice through a flannel bag ; dis

solve separately 1-2 lb. of brown soap, and 1-2 lb. of soda—

boil the three together. Put six gallons of water into the

boiler, and when boiling add the mixture. The linens, which

must have been steeped in cold water for twelve hours, are

wrung out, any stains rubbed with soap, and pnt into the

boiler, where they must boil for thirty five minutes. They are

then drawn, (the liquor being preserved, as it can be used three

times,) placed in a tub, and clear boiling water poured overir.

Rub them oat, rinse them well in cold water, and they are

ready for drying.

Thus, we have the wholo secret, which appears to be of

English origin, brought to Ameriky on a speculation. Wo

think it won't succeed.

The First Poetry Written is America.—A corres

pondent of the Bangor Whig thus claims for a popular nursery

rhyme the honor of being the first effusion of poetry ever pro

duced on American soil.

" The first poetic effusion ever produced on American soil

originated in a circumstance which was handsomely explained

by one of the Jibawa, or (as we call them) Chippewas. All

those who have witnessed the performances of the Indians of

the Far West recently in our city, must recollect the cradle

and the mode in which the Indiana bring up their children.

Soon after our forefather1' landed at Plymouth, some of the

yonn;; people went out into afield where Indian women were

picking strawberries, and observed several cradles hung upon

the boughs of trees, with the infants fastened upon them

—a novel and curious sight to any European. A gentle

breeze sprang up which waved the cradle to and fro. A

young man, one of the party, peeled oft* a piece of birch

bark, and upon the spot wrote the following, which has been

repeated thousands of times by thousands of American mat

rons, very few of whom ever knew or cared for its origin :

Lul-a-by baby upon the tree top,

When the wind blows the cradle will rock ;

When the bough breaks the cradle will fall,

And down come lul-a-by baby and all.

The above facts were taken some years -ince from the ar

chives of the ancient historical society in Boston.*'

What man or woman, born and brought up on this conti

nent, will not at once recognize in these lines that simplicity

and truth which charms our (tenses, and awakens our hope and

fear?

A Flowery Speech.—At a prayer meeting held in Exe

ter, N. H., some time since, the reality of sudden conversion

was under discussion, when a Mr. W. arose and proved the

reality in his own mind in the following lucid and eloquent

" Brothers and sisters, the reality of this power is beyond a

doubt ; why, I believe it stronger than I believe my own ex

istence ; I believe it, in fact, just as strong as I believe that 1

yesterday received fifty barrels of flour, and good Hour, too,

and am willing to sell it out at my place, for six dollars and

fifty cents a barrel, to any man in this room/' Mr. S. arose,

and in his peculiarly affable manner, exclaimed,

"Brother W,, wouldn't some other time and place be

equally appropriate for you to advertise that flour?"—Ex

change.

Good and Wibk Advice.—-" Parents should teach their

children to love and practice gardening. It wilt leara them

system and order, patience and hope ; it will give strength to

the body and mind ; it will improve the head and the heart.

It will teach them self-reliance—that success is the reward of

industry and perseverance, while failure is the result of negli

gence. It will teach them to

' Look through Nature up to Nature's God.'

" What affords pleasure like visiting the scene of our child

hood, and there beholding, growing in majesty and pride, the

trees we planted in our childish glee ! What music so sweet

as the shouting of the tempest in their lofty tops !''—Genesee

Farmer.

Quite poetic and sublime, yet as true as nature itself. Boys

and girls, it will be the most pleasant thing you can do to take

the advice of this same Genesee Farmer.

The IHttchinsous, from the Granite State, are a*sin with

us, and moat heartily do our citizens respond to their rail. WTe

believe the entire tribe belong to the " Hydropathic Society,"

and of course, they are all reformers. Their sympathies are

with " the people."

Excessive Ideality.—We knew a good lady in Now

Jersey who whitewashed all the wood she burned.

Horace Greeley says this is a free country, and a man

isn't obliged to use common sense unless he has it.

BOOK NOTICES.

Original Views on Diet, with Remarks addressed to

Consumptive Patients, on the WaterCure. London : W.

HoTsell. New York : Fowlers & Wells. Price 25 cents.

Of coarse, the author is a Vegetarian. We copy the fol

lowing paragraph, which will interest our readers :

" Under the idea that the English, Scotch, and Irish repre
sented three different degrees of flesh-eating, a relative num
ber of each were fairly taken, measured, weighed, and tested
by what is called lumber strength, that is, their power of lift
ing off* the ground. The average proved to be as under :

Height. Weight. Strength.
English, . . 5ft. d"9in. . . . 1511ns. . . 40:ilbs.
Scotch, . . 5ft. 9-3iu. . . . I52£lbs. . . 4231bs.
Irish, . . 5fu 10-2in. . . . 155lbs. . . 432(bs.

"The symptoms of indigestion are, unhappily, too common
to require any description, few person* having escaped from
headaches, giddiness, and drowsiness after eating; constipa
tion, heartburn, acidity, eructations, and dreaming. Bnt how
few there are who trace these to their common source—glutto
ny. Drunkenness does much to injure health and shorten life,
but gluttony more ; those who practice the former may live to
be old, but a j>lutton never can. Gluttony has killed more
than alcohol, the pestilence, and the sword."

Medical Reform.—Our friend, Dr. S. R. Jones, has is

sued a prospectus for a monthly journal, to bear the above

title, to be edited by him, and published in Memphis, Tenues

see, at $1 a year in advance. On the reception of the tint

number we shall have more to say about it.
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Announcement.—The Illustrated Water-Cure and Health

Almanac, for 1851, is now being prepared for ihe press. The

object for so early an ■ — ■ * - - is in order to supply those in season

who " buy to sell afain." Our market extends from Nova

Scotia to New Mexico, including the Canada*, and all the

Territories on the American continent It will therefore be

understood why it is that we go to press so much in advance

of the time when its calendars will be needed. The reading

matter of this Almanac will at once recommend it to every

family. Agents and booksellers will order soon, and in such

quantities as will enable them to supply each inhabitant with

a " Water-Cure and Health Almanac for 1861."

Hydropathy for tub People, with plain observations on

Drugs, Diet, Water, Air, and Exercise, by William Horsell,

of London, with notes and observations by R. T. Trail,
M.D. New York: Fowlers & Wretls, publishers* Mail

able. Price 50 cents.

An excellent guide for the * Home Practice' of the Water-

Cure in families. It is n I-mo. of 250 pages, with a complete

table of contents, and a copious index. This work is highly

prized iti England, and will have a wide circulation in Ameri

ca. For a lurther description, see Reviews in this number.

The Student—A Family Miscellany and Monthly School

Reader. Vol. one, new series, commencing on the first of

May, 1950. N. A. Calkins, editor. Fowlers and Wells,

p 1 1 1 - : i : r Terms, $1 a year, in advance.

In his prospectus, the editor say? :—■' This work is published

monthly, containing thirty- two large octavo pagea, and intend

ed to supply families and schools with valuable reading, com

bining interest with instruction, and to arranged as to be

adapted to all. It is devoted to the Moral, Intellectual, and

Physical improvement of Youth ; embracing the Natural Sci

ences, including Astronomy, Botany, Geology, Chemistry,

Physiology, and Natoral Philosophy.'

And in addition to all the useful branches tanght in schools,

Phonography will be advocated iu the ' Student,' and lessons

given for those who may wish to examine or learn this method

of writing by sounds, the best system of reporting.

Music, Drawing, Natural Hwtory, and other subjects of gen

eral interest will be introduced.

For further particulars relative to this Magazine of Educa

tion, see prospectus in advertising department

A Defence op Capital Pcmahment. By Rev. Dr. George

B. Cheever. New York : John Wiley, publisher.

Here we have an ' able' and ' learned' argument in favor

of the death, penalty. We regard this very mnch in the light

of an able lawyer attempting to prove that the moon was

made of 'green cheese,' and Dr. Cheever's argument id just

about as valuable. We have no patience with these fellows

who thai throw their time away. Better far set about reform

ing or improving the condition of criminals, than to bolster op

an old barbarous system of killing them, which the humanity

of all true Christians would gladly abolish. We consider it a

bad book, and although its influence, under any circumstances,

would be exceedingly limited, yet we would not advise our

friends to spend thoir money for the book, or their time in

leading it

Travels m Minnesota, the New England of the West,

with a map of the Territory, by S. Seymore. Price 75 cents.

For sale by Fowlers & Wells, New York.

A more interesting book, of a more interesting country, Iim

not been written. Mr. Seymore powesses unusual powere oi

observation, and a retentive memory of all objects which como

within the range of his vision. Hence, It wonld be expected

that he would produce a work which would at once introduce

itself favorably to the attention of every one interested in the

geography, soil, climate, and capabilities of this portion of oar

country. Those of oar Eastern friends who contemplate visit

ing the West, will do well to read this book. We venture to

predict that in less than five years, we, in the city of New York,

shall be in telegraphic communication with the capital (St.

Paul) of this new and thriving territory, appropriately named

" The New England of the West."

TriE Family Visitor, a weekly nowspajter, published in

Cleveland, Ohio, is one of the best family journals within our

knowledge. It is adapted to all classes, the young and the

old. It is serious, yet lively and entertaining. The agricul

tural interest forms a leading feature. The Fishes of Ohio,

with life-like illustrations, "are exceedingly interesting, and

most beautifully executed. This alone is worth the price of a

year's subscription, which isonly $1.50, in advance. J. P.

Kirtland, 8. St. John, and O. H. Knapp, are the editors and

proprietors.

United States Railroad Ocide and Steamboat Journal,

published on the first of each month, in a compact ISmo.,

witti a map of the city of New York. Published by G. R.

Holbrook &. Co. Price 12£ cents.

To all travelers in America we commend this little guide.

It contains statistics relating to the various railroad and steam

boat routes, the time of starting, and the rates of charges for

passage, besides other useful and necessary information.
 

Water-Cure Joi rnal and Herald ok Reforms—
Devoted to Hydropathy and Reform. A year. $1.

Water-Ccre Manual—A popular work on Hydropathy,
by Joel Shew, M.D. 50 cents.

Hydropathy for the People— With observations on
drugs, diet, water, air, exercise, &c. 50 cuts.

Water and Vegetable Diet—In scrofala. cancer, asth
ma, and various (diseases. By W. Lamb, M.D. 50 cents.

Consumption— Its prevention and cure by the water treat
ment. By Joel Shew, M.D. 50 cents.

The Parent's GriDl—Relating to childbirth and heredi
tary transmission. By Mrs. Pendleton. 50 cents.

Infancy—Or, the physiological and moral management of
children. Illustrated. By Dr. Combe. GO cents.

Vegetable Diet—As sanctioned by medical men, and
experience in all ages. 50 cents.

ExpERrENCE in Water Cure—In ncote and other dis
eases. By M. S, Gove Nichols. 35 cents.

Water-Cc re—For women in pregnancy and childbirth.
Illustrated with numerous cases. By Dr. Shew. 2fl cents.

Errors or Physicians and Other*—In the application
of the water-core. By J. H. Rausse. "25 cent*.

Physiology of Digestion—Considered with relation to
the principles of dietetics. By Andrew Combe, M.D. 34
cents.

Combe's Physiology—Applied to the improvement of
mental and physical education. 50 cents.

Cholera--Its causes, prevention, and cure; and all other
bowel complaints, treated by water. cents.

These books may be sent by mail at a trilling postage.

Please address all letters, post paid, to

FOWLERS & WELLS,

Clikton Hall, 131 Nassau Street, New York.


